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Background
A scoping search identified systematic reviews on diagnostic accuracy and predictive ability of frailty measures in
older adults. In most cases, research was confined to specific assessment measures related to a specific clinical model.

Objectives
To summarize the best available evidence from systematic reviews in relation to reliability, validity, diagnostic
accuracy and predictive ability of frailty measures in older adults.

Inclusion criteria
Population
Older adults aged 60 years or older recruited from community, primary care, long-term residential care and hospitals.

Index test
Available frailty measures in older adults.

Reference test
Cardiovascular Health Study phenotype model, the Canadian Study of Health and Aging cumulative deficit model,
Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment or other reference tests.

Diagnosis of interest
Frailty defined as an age-related state of decreased physiological reserves characterized by an increased risk of poor
clinical outcomes.

Types of studies
Quantitative systematic reviews.

Search strategy
A three-step search strategy was utilized to find systematic reviews, available in English, published between January
2001 and October 2015.

Methodological quality
Assessed by two independent reviewers using the Joanna Briggs Institute critical appraisal checklist for systematic
reviews and research synthesis.

Data extraction
Two independent reviewers extracted data using the standardized data extraction tool designed for umbrella
reviews.

Data synthesis
Data were only presented in a narrative form due to the heterogeneity of included reviews.
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Results
Five reviews with a total of 227,381 participants were included in this umbrella review. Two reviews focused on
reliability, validity and diagnostic accuracy; two examined predictive ability for adverse health outcomes; and one
investigated validity, diagnostic accuracy and predictive ability. In total, 26 questionnaires and brief assessments and
eight frailty indicators were analyzed, most of which were applied to community-dwelling older people. The Frailty
Index was examined in almost all these dimensions, with the exception of reliability, and its diagnostic and predictive
characteristics were shown to be satisfactory. Gait speed showed high sensitivity, but only moderate specificity, and
excellent predictive ability for future disability in activities of daily living. The Tilburg Frailty Indicator was shown to be
a reliable and valid measure for frailty screening, but its diagnostic accuracy was not evaluated. Screening Letter,
Timed-up-and-go test and PRISMA 7 (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
demonstrated high sensitivity and moderate specificity for identifying frailty. In general, low physical activity,
variously measured, was one of the most powerful predictors of future decline in activities of daily living.

Conclusion
Only a few frailty measures seem to be demonstrably valid, reliable and diagnostically accurate, and have good
predictive ability. Among them, the Frailty Index and gait speed emerged as the most useful in routine care and
community settings. However, none of the included systematic reviews provided responses that met all of our
research questions on their own and there is a need for studies that could fill this gap, covering all these issues within
the same study. Nevertheless, it was clear that no suitable tool for assessing frailty appropriately in emergency
departments was identified.

Keywords Diagnostic test accuracy; frail elderly; frailty; pre-frailty; screening
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Background

F railty is an age-related state of decreased phys-
iological reserves characterized by a weakened

response to stressors and an increased risk of poor
clinical outcomes.1 Frailty contributes to the
dynamic progression from robustness to functional
decline.2 Because of this, it is frequently defined in
terms of absence of resilience that predisposes to
disability and dependency on others for daily life
activities, and that leads to hospitalization and
institutional placement.3-5 It is also a predictor of
higher mortality rates.5-8 In the absence of biological
markers, several operational definitions of frailty
have been proposed with a widely adopted one being
that of a frailty phenotype.3,9 This definition is based
on physical markers, including global weakness with
low muscle strength (e.g. poor grip strength), overall
slowness (particularly of gait), decreased balance
and mobility, fatigability or exhaustion, low
physical activity and involuntary weight loss. For
diagnostic purposes, at least three of these symptoms
must be observed.9 The presence of only one or two
of them indicates the earlier stage of frailty, namely,
pre-frailty. Despite high predictive validity of this
operational definition, and despite its common use in
clinical settings, many researchers believe it is
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
insufficient, asserting that a definition of frailty
should also include cognitive and mental health
domains and maybe also social domains such as
living alone.1,10-12 Other dimensions recognized as
important to identify frailty are quality of life (e.g.
including aspects such as perceived health and life
satisfaction) and ability to deal with activities of
daily living, since in this clinical condition both tend
to be decreased.10,13

A lack of consensus on the definition of frailty
(based on physical markers as opposed to a broader
multi-dimensional approach) is also reflected in
differences related to the prevalence data obtained
from epidemiological studies. Systematic compari-
son of these data14 shows that frailty prevalence
differs from 4% to 17% in the population aged
65 years and over, and in the case of pre-frailty,
prevalence varies from 19% to 53% in the same age
group, with average values of 10.7% and 41.6%,
respectively. The differences between estimates are
also conditioned by demographic variables such as
age and gender, for example, for elders aged 80–84
years, the prevalence of frailty is estimated as 15.7%,
and for elders over the age of 84 years, 26.1%. In
addition, women tend to have higher rates of frailty
than men.14
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1155
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Although the condition of frailty has been studied
for years, there is no consensus view about its path-
ophysiological mechanism. According to some
authors,2,3,9 this state of increased vulnerability is
due to accumulation of sub-threshold decrement in
physiologic reserves that affect multiple physiologic
systems. Other authors15,16 have described frailty in
terms of progressive dysregulation in a number of
main physiological systems and their complex inter-
connected network and subsequent depletion of
homeostatic reserve and resiliency. Recently, discus-
sion on the pathological mechanism of this clinical
condition has been enriched by new theoretical pro-
posals associating frailty with reduced capacity to
compensate aging-related molecular and cellular
damage.13,17 It was also suggested that frailty
emerges as a consequence of an absence of resilience
associated with the ability to compensate and main-
tain coping and a sense of health.18 In all these
approaches, it is assumed that the development of
frailty may be modulated by disease or that it can be
exacerbated by the occurrence of comorbid patho-
logical conditions.19-21 It is also suggested that the
presence of increased vulnerability for adverse health
outcomes can precede the onset of chronic dis-
ease.19,20 However, according to Bergman et al.,19

it is probable that the observed vulnerability or
frailty that precedes the onset of chronic disease is
only a manifestation of the sub-clinical and undiag-
nosed stages of such a disease.

Because of the high prevalence of frailty and the
related burden of adverse outcomes, its early identi-
fication should be a priority especially among com-
munity-dwelling people and in primary care
networks (including general practice and geriatrics).
Early diagnosis of this clinical condition can help
improve care for older adults, minimizing the risk of
pre-frail states developing into frail states (primary
prevention). Early diagnosis is also vital for imple-
mentation of therapeutic measures. These thera-
peutic measures may attenuate or delay the
underlying conditions and symptoms or ameliorate
the impacts on independence or a healthy and
engaged lifestyle, loss of which would in turn have
further impacts on frailty development (secondary
prevention).3,5 In more advanced stages, frailty
assessment provides valuable data, necessary for
planning and implementing intervention strategies
oriented to preservation of functional status or to
controlling adverse outcome progression, such as
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
recurrent hospitalizations, institutionalization or
death (tertiary prevention).3,5 The evidence from
the implementation of various types of interventions
for frailty indicates that frailty can be managed and
reduced.22-25 Screening for frailty can also provide
information on populations at high risk of disability
and poor prognosis, and help to identify reversible
risk factors.2 These data are especially important for
determining variables that make specific interven-
tions more beneficial to specific patients.

To identify individuals at risk of frailty, several
assessment tools have been developed. The most
widely cited are focused on physical markers of
frailty3,9 or based on the accumulation of deficits
in physical, cognitive, mental health and functional
domains.13,26 However, both types of measures seem
to be insufficient, since the first one does not cover all
dimensions of frailty and, consequently, does not
provide indications useful for treatment choice and
care planning, and the last one is time consuming
thus difficult to integrate into day-to-day healthcare
practice.27 In more recent approaches, the indices
created for frailty assessment integrate demographic,
medical, social and functional information, and
demonstrate their usefulness either for diagnostic
purposes or to predict adverse health outcomes.28

According to the literature, there are more than 20
different measures being used for frailty screening.
Nonetheless, it is still unknown how their charac-
teristics match different samples within the frail/pre-
frail condition and robust populations, and what is
the best fit between these measures, purposes (e.g. to
predict the need for care, mortality or potential
response to intervention) and contexts/populations
to assess frailty in older age. Also, the reliability and
validity of these measures need to be clarified, as well
as their comparative sensitivity and specificity in
identifying older adults at risk of a poor prognosis.

A scoping search identified relevant systematic
reviews; however, in most cases, they were confined
to one specific assessment approach related to a
specific frailty conceptualization (phenotype
model,9 cumulative deficits model13 and predictive
model28). For a clear view and objective evaluation
of existing tools, this set of evidence needs to be
systematized, compared and synthesized. In other
words, it is essential to conduct an umbrella review.

A preliminary search29 of the JBI Database of
Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports,
the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1156
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(CDSR), PROSPERO, CINAHL and MEDLINE has
revealed that there is currently no umbrella review
(neither published nor in progress) looking at the
reliability, validity and diagnostic accuracy in detect-
ing pre-frail and frail conditions, and the predictive
accuracy of available screening tools for frailty in
older adults.

The main aim of this umbrella review is to con-
solidate the available evidence regarding screening
for pre-frailty and frailty in older age from the
published literature. More specifically, we summar-
ized reviews to determine the performance of screen-
ing tools in terms of pre-frailty and frailty diagnosis
and prediction of poor prognosis. This review was
conducted according to an a priori published pro-
tocol.30

Review question/objective

The aim of this umbrella review was to comprehen-
sively search the available literature and to summar-
ize the best available evidence from systematic
reviews in relation to published screening tools to
identify pre-frailty and frailty in older adults,
namely: (i) to determine their psychometric propri-
eties, (ii) to assess their capacity to detect pre-frail
and frail conditions against established methods,
and (iii) to evaluate their predictive ability.

More specifically, the review focused on the
following questions:

�

JBI
What is the reliability and validity of existing
screening tools that assess pre-frailty/frailty in
older adults?
�
 How sensitive and specific are the available tools
to identify pre-frail and frail older adults?
�
 What is the ability of available pre-frailty/frailty
assessment tools to predict adverse health out-
comes such as functional disability, hospitaliz-
ation, institutionalization, comorbidities and
death?
Inclusion criteria
Types of participants
Initially, this umbrella review considered systematic
reviews that included older adults (male and female)
aged 65 years or older in any type of setting (includ-
ing primary care, long-term residential care and
hospitals). However, in the course of the review,
we realized that only a few systematic reviews satis-
fied this inclusion criterion. In our opinion, this
might be in part due to the fact that many papers
Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
published after 2001 reported data from studies
conducted before this date, when the age associated
with the commencement of the aging processes was
lower than it is nowadays. The preventative aspect
and rationale of some screening studies might be
another reason to start looking at the age-associated
risks at an earlier stage. Thus, it was decided to lower
the age criterion to 60 years or older.

Index test
The current umbrella review considered systematic
reviews that focused on currently available screening
tools for pre-frailty and frailty in older adults,
including questionnaires, brief assessments and
frailty indicators, used in any type of setting (primary
care, nursing home and hospitals).

Reference test
The capacity to detect pre-frail and frail conditions
of the index tests was compared against reference
tests from the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS)
phenotype model,9 the Canadian Study of Health
and Aging (CSHA) cumulative deficit model
(Clinical Frailty Scale [CFS] and the Frailty Index
based on a Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment [FI-
CGA]),31,32 as well as against the CGA33 or other
reference tests.

Diagnosis of interest
Diagnosis of interest included conditions of pre-
frailty and frailty. Frailty was defined as an age-
related state of decreased physiological reserves
characterized by a weakened response to stressors
and an increased risk of poor clinical outcomes.1 Pre-
frailty was defined as a clinically silent and reversible
stage preceding frailty, in which physiological
reserves are sufficient to respond adequately to
stressors.2

Because of the aims of this umbrella review (to
determine the performance of currently available
frailty measures in terms of detecting pre-frailty
and frailty in older adults or predicting risk of
adverse health outcomes), various operational defi-
nitions of frailty were considered, including: (i) a
definition focused on physical markers of frailty3,9;
(ii) a definition based on the accumulation of deficits
from physical, cognitive, mental health and func-
tional domains,13,26 and (iii) a definition integrating
demographic, medical, psychological, social and
functional information.28
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Outcomes
The current umbrella review considered reviews that
included the following outcome measures:

�

JBI
Reliability of frailty screening tools defined in
terms of internal consistency and repeatability
(test-retest) of findings.
�
 Criterion validity of frailty screening tools
defined as a measure of how well one test cor-
rectly classifies people according to a reference
outcome, as well as construct validity defined as
the degree to which a test measures what it claims
or purports to be measuring.
�
 Sensitivity and specificity determined by com-
parison with a reference test (the CHS phenotype
model, CSHA cumulative deficit model, CGA or
other reference tests), positive predictive values,
negative predictive values (NPV) and likelihood
ratios (LRs).
�
 Predictive accuracy of frailty screening tools for
risks of adverse health outcomes, including func-
tional disability, hospitalization, institutionaliza-
tion, comorbidities and death.
Reviews were considered for inclusion when they
reported data relevant to at least one of the umbrella
review outcomes.

Types of studies
The current umbrella review considered quantitative
systematic reviews, meta-analyses and pooled
analyses (that provide an overall summary of sub-
group data or data from a number of related studies)
identifying relevant scientific evidence related to
reliability, validity and diagnostic accuracy to detect
pre-frail and frail conditions, and predictive
accuracy of available screening tools for frailty in
older adults.

Search strategy

The search strategy aimed to find both published and
unpublished systematic reviews and meta-analyses.
A three-step search strategy was utilized in this
umbrella review. An initial limited search of MED-
LINE and CINAHL was undertaken followed by
analysis of the text words contained in the titles and
abstracts, and of the index terms used to describe
the articles.

A second search using all identified keywords and
index terms was then undertaken across all included
Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
databases. Third, the reference lists of all identified
reports and articles were searched for additional
studies. Reviews and meta-analyses published in
English from January 2001 to October 2015 were
considered for inclusion in this umbrella review. This
timeline was selected because 2001 was the year of
publication of Fried’s9 paper that was shown to be
seminal for research on the frailty condition. Studies
in other languages or outside the timeframe selected
were excluded.

The search for published reviews and meta-
analyses included the following sources: MedicLa-
tina, CINAHL Complete, MEDLINE via EBSCO-
host Web, Scielo – Scientific Electronic Library
Online, CDSR, Centre for Reviews and Dissemina-
tion Databases (Database of Reviews of Effects),
PROSPERO register and JBI Database of Systematic
Reviews and Implementation Reports.

The search for unpublished reviews and meta-
analyses included: Grey Literature Report (The New
York Academy of Medicine), ProQuest – Nursing
and Allied Health Source Dissertations.

Initial keywords were review, meta-analysis, pre-
frailty, frailty, diagnostic test, assessment, accuracy,
clinical risk stratification instruments, screening,
sensitivity, specificity, reliability validity, positive
predictive value and negative predictive value.

The search strategies for all databases are detailed
in Appendix I.

Assessment of methodological quality

Two reviewers independently selected titles and
screened abstracts prior to retrieving full texts.
The full texts were assessed for eligibility in respect
of type of participants, study design and outcomes.
Papers selected for retrieval were assessed for meth-
odological validity prior to inclusion in the review,
using the standardized critical appraisal checklist for
systematic reviews and research synthesis from the
Joanna Briggs Institute System for the Unified Man-
agement, Assessment and Review Instrument and
The Joanna Briggs Institute Reviewers’ Manual
2014 – Methodology for JBI Umbrella Reviews.34

Any disagreements that arose between the reviewers
were resolved through discussion or with
other reviewers.

To ensure quality of analyzed evidence, a cutoff
point for inclusion of systematic reviews and meta-
analyses was applied. It was decided to consider as
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1158
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mandatory three questions: Q2 (appropriateness of
inclusion criteria for the review question), Q5
(appropriateness of criteria used for critical
appraisal of the included studies) and Q6 (whether
the critical appraisal was conducted by two or more
reviewers independently). These three mandatory
questions were chosen by the reviewers to avoid
the inclusion of reviews that did not consider the
risk of bias in the primary studies or that were prone
to selection bias because of inappropriate critical
appraisal process and/or lack of appropriate
inclusion criteria. Thus, reviews that received a
negative answer to any of these three questions were
excluded, and only reviews receiving ‘‘YES’’ answers
to all the three questions were included. In case of
‘‘UNCLEAR’’ answers, the authors of the review
were contacted to clarify the data. In the absence of
the answers from the authors, it was decided to retain
reviews that provided unclear information in relation
to the mandatory questions Q2 and Q6, but not Q5.
Two such reviews36,37 were identified: in one
review,37 the appropriateness of inclusion criteria
for the review question was unclear (Q2); the second
review36 did not state clearly that the critical appraisal
was conducted by at least two reviewers working
independently from each other (Q6).

Data extraction

Data were extracted from papers included in the
review using the standardized JBI data extraction
form for systematic reviews and research synthe-
ses.34 This process was conducted by two independ-
ent reviewers. Disagreements were resolved by
discussion to reach consensus. Information was
extracted on the following:

�

JBI
Characteristics of the review, such as objective,
search sources and timeframe, characteristics of
participants (number and age group) and setting,
critical appraisal details and method of analysis.
�
 Characteristics of the included studies, such as
number of analyzed studies, design, data range
and country of origin.
�
 Summary of findings from relevant comparisons
and outcomes, including instrument references,
outcomes identified (type/characteristics), length
of follow-up and primary outcome measures.
This information was taken directly from the
source papers or narrative summary. In cases of
Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
missing or unclear information, the authors of
the included reviews and meta-analyses were con-
tacted.

Data summary

As statistical pooling was not possible due to sig-
nificant heterogeneity between the reviews in terms
of characteristics of participants included, settings of
conducted studies, screening tests used for analysis
and differences in time points of the outcome
measurements, the findings are presented in narra-
tive form. Figures and tables are included where
appropriate to aid in data presentation. All outcomes
of interest extracted from the included reviews and
meta-analyses were tabulated in the form of review-
level summaries. Where outcomes were meta-ana-
lyzed within a review, the authors of this umbrella
review extracted and reported the pooled effect sizes.
Where no quantitative pooling of effect sizes was
reported or where outcomes were reported descrip-
tively by single studies, the authors of this umbrella
review provided these results by using standardized
language indicating direction of effect and statistical
significance. All included reviews and meta-analyses
were also screened for overlapping of included
studies.

Results
Study selection
A total of 420 potentially relevant reviews were
identified in the literature search. Of those, 75 were
duplicates. From the remaining 345 records, 325
were excluded after title and abstract assessment,
and then 10 were excluded after full-text analysis as
they did not meet the inclusion criteria. The meth-
odological quality of the remaining 10 reviews was
assessed. Finally, a total of five reviews were
included in this umbrella review. Figure 1 illustrates
the process of study selection.

From the five reviews included in this umbrella
review, three35-37 aimed to explore whether the
available screening tools for frailty were adequate
to identify this clinical condition among older adults.
All three reviews35-37 reported data related to diag-
nostic accuracy of frailty screening tools, two
reviews36,37 provided details about reliability of
the analyzed instruments and one36 focused on con-
struct validity and criterion validity. In this last
review,36 criterion validity was assessed based on
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1159
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ability of the instrument to predict adverse
outcomes. There were two more reviews38,39 that
investigated whether the existing screening tools for
frailty had the capacity to identify older people at
risk of adverse outcomes. One of these reviews38

addressed instruments used in emergency depart-
ments. The other39 considered physical indicators
of frailty. In one review,37 one of the analyzed
primary studies included participants aged 50 years
and over. However, given that the data were not
From: Moher D, Libera� A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group
Reviews and Meta-Analyses: The PRISMA Statement. PLoS Med 6(6)

420 records identified through
database searching

345 records screened by title and
abstract 

20 full-text articles assessed for
eligibility 

5 reviews included in the umbrella
review 

10 full-text articles assessed for
methodological quality 

Figure 1: Flowchart for the search and review and m

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
pooled in meta-analysis, it was decided to exclude
this study from further analysis and include the other
primary studies described by the authors of the
review.37 No overlapping primary studies were
found in the included reviews.

Methodological quality
Two independent reviewers assessed methodological
quality of 10 reviews. The authors of eight of them
were contacted to obtain more details in relation to
 (2009). Preferred Repor�ng Items for Systema�c 
: e1000097

75 duplicates

325 records excluded

10 full-text articles excluded

3 were not systematic reviews, 2 were 
review protocols, 4 were not related to the 

aim of our review, 1 reported duplicate 
data from another review

5 full-text articles excluded

eta-analysis selection process
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missing or unclear data. Three authors replied. The
answer obtained from one of the authors did not
satisfy the mandatory criteria for inclusion in this
umbrella review. Besides this review, four other
reviews were excluded. Appendix II lists the reviews
that were excluded based on critical appraisal and
the reasons for the exclusion.

There was general agreement among the
reviewers to include the five reviews. All included
reviews stated clearly and explicitly the review ques-
tion (Q1), performed the search process in adequate
sources of studies (Q4), used appropriate criteria for
appraising studies (Q5), delivered recommendations
for policy and/or practice that were supported by the
reported data (Q10) and indicated appropriate
specific directives for new research (Q11). In one
review,37 the inclusion criteria were not sufficiently
detailed to decide whether they were appropriate or
not for the review question, being evaluated as
unclear (Q2). One unclear answer was also obtained
in relation to the question addressing the issue of
appropriateness of search strategy (Q3).36 One
review36 provided insufficient information in
relation to the critical appraisal process, and unclear
whether this process was conducted by two or more
independent reviewers or not (Q6). The lack of
sufficient information was also observed with
respect to the data extraction process in three
reviews36,37,39 that did not specify their method
for minimizing errors in data extraction (Q7). One
review36 provided unclear information on the
reasons why the method to combine the studies
was chosen (Q8). None of the included reviews
evaluated likelihood of publication bias (Q9).
Table 1 shows the results of the methodological
quality assessment of included reviews.
Table 1: Assessment of methodological quality of in

Reference Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q

Clegg et al.35 Y Y Y Y

Drubbel et al.36 Y Y U Y

Pialoux et al.37 Y U Y Y

Carpenter et al.38 Y Y Y Y

Vermeulen et al.39 Y Y Y Y

% 100 80 80 100 1

N, no; N/A, not applicable; U, unclear; Y, yes.

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Findings of the umbrella review
The findings from the included reviews are summar-
ized in narrative form. Detailed information about
the aims of the included reviews, search sources and
timeframe; characteristics of analyzed studies (num-
ber, design, data range and country of origin);
characteristics of participants (number and age
group) and setting; critical appraisal details and
method of analysis are provided in Appendix III.

Description of included reviews
The date range for the reviews included in this
umbrella review was from 2011 to 2014, with the
primary studies published between 1980 and 2013.
All reviews but one37 included prospective studies,
and two reviews36,38 focused additionally on retro-
spective studies. Most of the primary studies
included in the cited reviews had observational,
cross-sectional or cohort designs; in one case,38 a
secondary analysis of RCT data was additionally
included. One review37 included studies that aimed
to develop a screening tool for frailty in older adults
and/or evaluate its psychometric properties.

Search methods
The databases searched most frequently were
Cochrane and PubMed. Both were considered in
the search process by four reviews (Cochrane35-38

and PubMed36-39). Three reviews35,38,39 undertook
searches in Embase. CINAHL was searched in two
reviews35,39 as was Scopus.35,38 Clinicaltrials.gov.
was searched by one review.38 This review addition-
ally considered conference abstracts published in
four scientific journals. MEDLINE, Web of Science,
PedRo, AMED and PsycInfo were searched by one
review.35 Two reviews36,38 limited their search to
cluded reviews

5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11

Y Y Y Y N Y Y

Y U U U N Y Y

Y Y U Y N Y Y

Y Y Y Y N Y Y

Y Y U Y N Y Y

00 80 40 80 0 100 100
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studies published in English. One review39 searched
for studies written in English and Dutch. In two
reviews,35,37 no information about language limiters
was found. The widest range of publication date
defined for search process was from 1950 to 2014.38

In one review,37 the initial date for search was
determined based on the start of databases.

Critical appraisal of primary studies
The assessment of methodological quality of the
included primary studies was based on different
instruments, including Quality Assessment Tool
for Diagnostic Accuracy Studies,35,38 Quality in
Prognosis Studies (QUIPS) tool36 with three modi-
fied domains, Terwee et al.’s assessment scale for the
measurement properties of health status question-
naires37 and a self-constructed list consisting of 27
criteria.39 According to this review’s authors,39 the
self-constructed list was created using previous
research on methodological quality, quality of
reporting criteria for observational research and
previous reviews regarding prediction of disability.
Two reviews36,39 classified the included primary
studies as being mostly of high quality39 or as show-
ing predominantly a low risk of bias.36 However, in
one of these reviews,36 cases of high risk of attrition
bias due to very low response rates or an unclear
response rate were identified. Several forms of poten-
tial bias, such as spectrum bias (which is described as
an error in clinical judgment resulting from the
different performance of a diagnostic test in different
clinical settings and in different populations) and
incorporation bias (associated with the lack of out-
come assessors’ blinding to the index test results)
were also indicated by authors of another review.38

In one review,35 the risk of bias was classified as
unclear. In the review using QUIPS, the overall
quality of primary studies was rated as being poor.37

According to these authors, construct validity was
the only psychometric property correctly reported in
the majority of their reviewed studies and the
measure that obtained the best classification met
only six of the 10 assessment criteria.

Methods of analysis
From the five reviews included in this umbrella
review, four35-37,39 presented findings in a narrative
form because of statistical, methodological and/or
clinical heterogeneity observed in the primary stud-
ies. The remaining review38 meta-analyzed data
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
from primary studies assessing the same index test
at the same threshold for the same or similar out-
comes at the same follow-up interval based on the
random effects model. In this review, the heterogen-
eity observed between the included primary studies
was assessed with pooled estimates of sensitivity and
specificity using the DerSimonian-Laird random
effects model, and statistical heterogeneity was
reported using the index of inconsistency. The tes-
t-treatment threshold was examined using the
Pauker and Kassirer decision threshold model. When
meta-analysis was not possible, the authors pre-
sented data in a tabular form.38

Participants
In total, the selected reviews included 227,381
participants. The number of participants reported
in the reviews varied from 258537 to 137,545,36 and
the number of participants included in individual
primary studies from 49 to 36,424. The information
about country of origin of primary studies was
provided inconsistently. Based on details described
in narrative summaries and after the analysis of the
titles of the included studies, it was possible to
conclude that the primary studies were undertaken
in Europe, Middle East, Asia, North America, South
America, and Australia and Oceania. However,
given that in some cases the geographical location
remained unknown, it was not possible to proceed
with the analysis of frequency of these data.

Three reviews35,36,39 included community-dwell-
ing older adults; however, in one of these reviews,36

additional criteria for inclusion were applied. These
criteria were living independently with or without
home care, or living in an assisted living facility.36

From the remaining two reviews,37,38 one presented
studies that recruited participants through general
practitioners and geriatric consultations, social cen-
ters, rehabilitation facilities, retirement homes and
electoral lists,37 and the other one focused on older
patients admitted to emergency departments.38

Reference tests
The three reviews35-37 comprising reliability,
validity and diagnostic accuracy analyses used differ-
ent reference tests. In one,35 the authors pre-specified
that they would include studies using the phenotype
model, the cumulative deficit frailty index and the
CGA as reference tests. The second review’s
authors37 identified as reference tests for frailty tools
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1162
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‘‘a more complete geriatric assessment’’,37(p.2) with-
out a more specific definition for it. These authors
included primary studies that used as reference tests
the CGA, the Systeme de Mesure de l’Autonomie
Fonctionnelle scale, the Marigliano-Cacciafesta Pol-
ypathological Scale (MCPS), the Minimum Data Set
for Home Care and the Canadian and American
Geriatric Advisory Panel criteria, including
patient-reported fatigue, physical performance,
walking, number of comorbidities and nutritional
state. In a third review,36 the reference tests were not
pre-specified, and the authors used the reference tests
used in the primary studies they included. Therefore,
for the purpose of studying reliability, the phenotype
model and the Changes in Health, End-Stage Disease
and Signs and Symptoms Scale were used. The refer-
ence tests used to examine construct validity were
Changes in Health, End-Stage Disease and Signs and
Symptoms Scale; Functional Reach Test; Consolice
Study of Brain Ageing Score; Edmonton Frail Scale
and self-rated health.36 The review authors36 also
referred to impairment in activities of daily living,
number of comorbidities and sociodemographical
variables, such as age and gender, as reference stand-
ards for studying construct validity. The reference
tests used with the purpose of examining diagnostic
accuracy included the phenotype model and the
functional domains model.36

Index tests
In total, 26 structured questionnaires and brief
assessments,35-38 and eight frailty indicators39 were
analyzed by the included reviews. The summarized
information regarding structured instruments for
identifying frailty is presented in Table 2. Table 3
Table 2: Characteristics of questionnaires and brief

Tool/study Reference Test structure

Bright tool Pialoux
et al.37

11 simple items evalua
nomy, close circle, wa
cognition, executive fu
mood and patient perc
status

Clinical Frailty
Scale from Cana-
dian Study on
Health and Ageing

Carpenter
et al.38

7 items evaluating lev
from very fit (robust,
getic, well-motivated a
severely frail (complet
dent on others for the
daily living, or termin

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
provides information about frailty indicators and
specifies the way these indicators were measured.

The structured questionnaires and brief assess-
ments described by the included reviews differed
from each other in terms of test structure, adminis-
tration mode and duration, and scoring system. In
addition, different cutoff points of the same test were
used in different primary studies. Unfortunately,
many specific details related to the analyzed index
tests were not provided. One review36 reported data
related to a single frailty measure (the Frailty Index)
in its different existing variants. Only two screening
tests and one brief assessment were used by more
than one review. These measures were PRISMA 7,
Groningen frailty indicator and index of self-
rated health.

Physical indicators of frailty included low gait
speed, unintended weight loss, low muscle strength
or hand grip strength, low physical activity, low
balance, low lower extremity function, exhaustion,
poor performance on chair stands, 3608 turn, bend-
ing over, foot taps and hand signature. One review39

focused on all these indicators. Gait speed was
additionally addressed in another review.35 Details
of the variations in how these indicators were
measured in the primary studies are given in Table 3.

The authors of one review38 reported findings
related to the CSHA Clinical Frailty Scale that
was considered by the authors of this umbrella
review as a reference test. Given that the reference
tests were defined only for outcomes of reliability,
validity and diagnostic accuracy, and the cited
review38 focused on predictive ability, the data on
this measure were still extracted. In relation to
different versions of the frailty index analyzed by
assessments analyzed in the included reviews

Administration
mode

Scoring system/
cutoff point

ting auto-
lking, falls,
nctions,
eived health

Self-administered
questionnaire

Not available

els of frailty,
active, ener-
nd fit) to

ely depen-
activities of

ally ill)

Not available Level 4 describes
state of apparent
vulnerability
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Table 2. (Continued)

Tool/study Reference Test structure
Administration
mode

Scoring system/
cutoff point

Donini Index of
Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Not available Not available Not available

Frailty index Drubbel
et al.36

The list of deficits varying from 13
to 92 items, comprising health
deficits (such as symptoms, signs,
diseases and impairments) indica-
tive for frailty

Not available Binary score and/or
multilevel score

Functional assess-
ment screening
package

Pialoux
et al.37

16 simple items or measures evalu-
ating autonomy, eyesight, hearing,
upper limb mobility, urinary
incontinence, memory, depression
and nutrition

Administration by
non-medical staff
Duration of admin-
istration from 8 to
12 min

Not available

General Prac-
titioner assessment

Clegg et al.35 Focused on physical, psychological
and social dimensions of individ-
ual functioning

Not available Not available

Groningen Frailty
Indicator

Clegg et al.35

Pialoux
et al.37

15 items (the authors did not
provide more details about the
content of this test)

Suitable for postal
completion

Cutoff point �4
for moderate-to-
severe frailty

Identification of
Seniors at Risk (IS-
AR)

Carpenter
et al.38

6 items considering necessity of
patient to be aided on regular
basis or to care him/herself;
history of hospitalizations during
the past six months; eyesight;
memory problems; and medication

Not available Cutoff point �2
for high risk of
adverse outcomes

Mortality risk
Index

Carpenter
et al.38

6 items evaluating risk factors
such as age, dependency in activi-
ties of daily living, presence of
delirium, malnutrition, presence of
comorbidities

Not available Cutoff points �3
or �5 for high risk
of mortality

Polypharmacy Clegg et al.35 Defined as five or more medi-
cations

Not available Cutoff point for
frailty �5 medi-
cation

PRISMA-7 Pialoux
et al.37

Clegg et al.35

7 simple items exploring gender,
autonomy, close circle and walk-
ing

Self-administered
questionnaire
Duration of admin-
istration about 3
min

Cutoff point �3
for frailty

Rowland Carpenter
et al.38

7 items mostly focused on (in)de-
pendency in activities of daily liv-
ing

Not available Cutoff points �2
or �3 for high risk
of frailty

Runciman Carpenter
et al.38

8 items, 3 of which have sub-
questions, mostly focused on
(in)dependency in activities of
daily living

Not available Cutoff points �3
or �4 for high risk
of frailty

Schoevaerdts Index
of Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Not available Not available Not available

Screening instru-
ment

Pialoux
et al.37

16 simple items analyzing domains
of autonomy, falls, depression and
urinary incontinence

Duration of admin-
istration about 5
min

Not available

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW J. Apóstolo et al.
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Table 2. (Continued)

Tool/study Reference Test structure
Administration
mode

Scoring system/
cutoff point

Screening letter Pialoux
et al.37

9 simple items exploring domains
of autonomy, subjective health sta-
tus, hearing, eyesight and past
hospitalizations

Self-administered
questionnaire

Not available

Self-administered
test

Pialoux
et al.37

49 simple items exploring domains
of neurological functions, cardiac
and pulmonary functions, conti-
nence, locomotion, eyesight, hear-
ing, nutrition and cognitive
functions

Self-administered
questionnaire

5 levels of severity:
slight, medium,
medium serious,
serious and very
serious

Self-rated health Clegg et al.35

Carpenter
et al.38

Not available Not available Cutoff point �6
for frailty

Sherbrooke postal
questionnaire

Pialoux
et al.37

6 simple items evaluating person’s
immediate circle, medication,
walking, eyesight and memory

Self-administered
questionnaire

Not available

Silver Code Carpenter
et al.38

6 items evaluating risk factors,
such as age, gender, marital status,
previous hospital admissions and
prescribed medication

Not available Cutoff points �4
and �11 for risk of
adverse outcomes

Strawbridge ques-
tionnaire

Pialoux
et al.37

16 simple items evaluating eye-
sight, hearing, cognition, nutrition
and physical performance

Self-administered
questionnaire

Not available

Tilburg frailty
indicator

Pialoux
et al.37

15 simple items evaluating
domains of physical, psychological
and social functioning, including
autonomy, close circle, cognition,
mood and physical performance

Self-administered
questionnaire
Duration of admin-
istration about 14
min

Not available

Timed-up-and-go
test (s)

Clegg et al.35 Not available Not available Cutoff point �6
for frailty

Triage Risk Screen-
ing Tool (TRST)

Carpenter
et al.38

6 items focused on different risk
factors, including evidence of cog-
nitive impairment, living alone,
difficulty in walking or recent
falls, polypharmacy, previous hos-
pitalizations or admissions to
emergency department, nurse con-
cern for elder abuse/neglect, sub-
stance abuse, medication non-
compliance, activities of daily liv-
ing problems, or other issues

Not available Cutoff points �2
or �3 for high risk
of adverse out-
comes

Variables Indicative
of Placement risk
(VIP)

Carpenter
et al.38

3 items focused on different risk
factors, including living alone,
help for bathing and dressing, help
for use the telephone

Not available Cutoff points �1,
�2 or �3 for high
risk of adverse out-
comes

Winograd Index
Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Not available Not available Not available

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW J. Apóstolo et al.
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Drubbel et al.,36 although all of them comprised a
list of health deficits that were indicative of frailty,
constructed within the cumulative deficit model,
none of these measures was based on a CGA (as,
according to the authors,36 variants of the frailty
Table 3: Characteristics of frailty indicators analyzed

Frailty
indicator Reference Measurement

Gait speed Vermeulen
et al.39

Clegg et al.35

10 foot distance back and fo
possible
8 foot distance twice at a us
walk was used for scoring p
15 ft at a usual pace
3-m distance back and forth
4-m distance twice, as fast a
5-m distance (measured betw
marks from the start of the
walking speed (of two attem
11-m distance: 5-m with usu
walking speed, and 6-m at r
30-m distance, maximal wal

Physical
activity

Vermeulen
et al.39

Measured:
- with a modified Paffenbarg
- with a standardized self-adm

(low, middle and high durat
- with the Physical Activity Sc

(PASE) questionnaire
- with an ordinal 7-point scale

absent/light activity versus m
- by asking participant how o

(daily, nearly daily, 2–3 tim
week, less than once a week

Participants were considered a
- they exercised at least four d
- they participated in walking

aerobics, swimming, water a
ing or other exercise at least

- they exercised at least twice
- they thought they get enoug

were also asked whether the
the same, or less active com
age to assess the level of phy

Weight loss Vermeulen
et al.39

Weight was measured at bas
year follow-up or during an
Participants were asked at b
lost more than 10 pounds in
some cases) whether this wa

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
index based on a CGA had reduced feasibility for
use in general practice). Hence, it was decided to
include the findings on the different versions of the
frailty index reported by Drubbel et al.36 in
the analysis.
in the included reviews

Scoring system/cutoff point

rth, as fast as

ual pace, fastest timed
urposes

, as fast as possible
s possible
een the 3 and 8 m

walkway), maximal
pts)
al and maximum
apid pace
king speed

Slow gait speed defined as:
- the lowest quartile
- the lowest quintile
- taking 10 s or more
- taking longer than 10 s to

walk 10 ft back and forth
- taking longer than 9 s to walk

8 ft
- taking longer than 5.7 s to

walk 8 ft
- being slower than 0.09 m/s or

being unable to be completed
- being slower than 0.7 m/s
- being slower than 0.8 m/s
- being slower than 0.9 m/s
- being slower than 1 m/s

er survey
inistered questionnaire
ion and intensity)
ale for the Elderly

, dichotomized into
oderate activity

ften they go outdoors
es a week, once a
)
s exercisers when:
ays a week
, hiking, bicycling,
erobics, weight train-
three times per week
a week
h exercise (participants
y think they are more,
pared to others their
sical activity)

Low activity level defined as�:
- the lowest quintile
- score below 64 for men and

below 52 for women in the
PASE questionnaire

eline and after two-
nual exams
aseline whether they
the past year and (in

s intentional or not

Weight loss defined as:
- loss of 5% or more of the

total body weight after
two-year follow-up

- loss of 5% of total body weight
between consecutive annual vis-
its or from baseline, without an
intervening 5% gain
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Table 3. (Continued)

Frailty
indicator Reference Measurement Scoring system/cutoff point

Muscle
strength or
handgrip
strength

Vermeulen
et al.39

Maximum grip strength in both hands measured
with a Vigorimeter at an elbow-angle of 908 and
with the shoulder joint in neutral position (med-
ium-sized ball for women and big ball for men)
Averaged maximum grip strength in both hands
measured with a grip dynamometer
Maximum grip strength (measured in two efforts)
in the dominant hand using a hand dynamometer
or mechanical dynamometer
Maximum grip strength (measured in three
efforts)
Grip strength in dominant hand measured in
kilograms using a hand-held dynamometer in a
sitting position with elbow resting on the table
Grip strength measured using hand-held
dynamometer
Upper extremity strength assessed using the
Martin dynamometer

Low grip strength defined as�:
- the lowest quintile
- the lowest quartile
- the lowest quartile within

gender group
- being below sex- and body

mass index-specific cutoff
points

- being scored 5 kg or less

Balance Vermeulen
et al.39

Examined:
- with a balance subscale of the Performance

Oriented Mobility Assessment
- with a side-by-side, sterna nudge, tandem and

one-leg stands subtests of the Performance
Oriented Mobility Assessment

- with three balance related tasks of increasing
difficulty (side-by-side, semi-tandem and tandem
stand) which were timed and scored on a 3-
point scale

- by timing how long participants could stand on
1 leg until balance was lost (with scores divided
into quartiles)

- with a chair stand test and balance test

Not available

Exhaustion Vermeulen
et al.39

Measured through the questions about how often
the participants ‘‘felt like everything they did was
an effort’’ and how often ‘‘they could not get
going’’

Exhaustion was defined as
answering ‘‘much or most of
the time’’ to one of the two
presented questions

Lower extre-
mity function

Vermeulen
et al.39

Measured by adding the rescaled scores for the
walking speed test, chair stands test and standing
balance test. The walking distance and number of
chair stands differed form study to study

Low lower extremity function
defined based on�:
- quartiles of performance
- score of performance

Combination
of chair
stands, 3608
turn, bending
over, foot
taps and
hand signa-
ture

Vermeulen
et al.39

Measured through the timed performance on the
tests of:
- 10-ft taps, three chair stands, 3608 turn, time to

bend over and pick up a pen, and time to pick
up a pencil and complete a signature

- three chair stands, 3608 turn, and rapid gait
back and forth over a 10-ft course

Poor performance defined
based on quartiles of perform-
ance

�Not all primary studies included in the review determined the indicators of poor performance.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW J. Apóstolo et al.
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Outcomes
Three reviews35-37 included in this umbrella review
focused on reliability, validity and diagnostic
accuracy of frailty measures. The details of these
reviews regarding method of analysis, outcomes
assessed, reference and index tests and conclusions
of review authors are summarized in Table 4. In
relation to findings from these three reviews, they are
reported in narrative format and summarized in
Tables 5–7.

Predictive ability of frailty measures was
addressed by three other reviews.36,38,39 The sum-
mary of characteristics of these reviews, including
method of analysis, outcomes assessed and follow-
up interval, index tests and conclusions of review
authors, is presented in Table 8. Tables 9–11
describe findings from these reviews. These findings
are also reported in narrative format.
Table 4: Summary of characteristics of reviews focuse
frailty measures

Reference Clegg et al.35 Drubbel et al.36

Method of
analysis

Narrative summary Narrative summa

Outcomes
assessed

Sensitivity
Specificity
Positive and
negative predictive
values
Positive and
negative likelihood
ratios

Construct validity
Responsiveness

Reference
tests

1. Phenotype model
2. Cumulative defi-

cit frailty index
3. Comprehensive

geriatric
assessment

1. Phenotype mo
2. Changes in He

Stage Disease
and Symptoms

3. Functional Rea
4. Consolice Stud

Ageing Score
5. Edmonton Fra
6. Impairment in

of daily living
number of com

7. Self-rated heal
8. Functional Do

Model

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Reliability of index tests
The reliability of frailty screening tools defined in
terms of internal consistency and repeatability of
findings was systematically analyzed in only one
review.37 The authors of this review reported data
related to 10 measures, including Screening Letter,
Sherbrooke Postal Questionnaire, Functional
Assessment Screening Package, Screening Instru-
ment, Strawbridge Questionnaire, PRISMA-7,
Bright Tool, Self-Administered Test, Tilburg Frailty
Indicator and Groningen Frailty Indicator. From all
these measures, only four were described in terms of
internal consistency: Tilburg Frailty Indicator (a
from 0.73 to 0.79), Groningen Frailty Indicator
(a ¼ 0.73), Bright Tool (a ¼ 0.77) and Sherbrooke
Postal Questionnaire (a ¼ 0.26).37 Internal consist-
ency of Tilburg Frailty Indicator, Groningen Frailty
Indicator and Bright Tool was judged to be
d on reliability, validity and diagnostic accuracy of

Pialoux et al.37

ry Narrative summary

Content validity
Internal consistency
Criterion validity
Construct validity
Agreement
Reliability
Responsiveness
Floor and ceiling effects
Interpretability

del
alth, End-
and Signs

Scale
ch Test
y of Brain

il Scale
Activities
and
orbidities

th
mains

1. Comprehensive geriatric assessment
2. Systeme de Mesure de l’Autonomie

Fonctionnelle scale
3. Marigliano-Cacciafesta Polypatho-

logical Scale
4. Minimum Data Set for Home Care
5. The Canadian and American

Geriatric Advisory Panel criteria
including patient-reported fatigue,
physical performance, walking,
number of comorbidities and
nutritional state
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Table 4. (Continued)

Reference Clegg et al.35 Drubbel et al.36 Pialoux et al.37

Index test 1. Gait speed
2. General prac-

titioner clinical
judgment

3. Polypharmacy
4. Groningen frailty

indicator
5. PRISMA 7
6. Self-rated health
7. Timed-up-and-go

test

1. Frailty Index (defined as
a list of health deficits for
which patients were
screened and that pro-
vided score reflecting the
proportion of deficits
present on the predefined
list)

1. Screening Letter
2. Sherbrooke Postal Questionnaire
3. Functional Assessment Screening

Package
4. Screening Instrument
5. Strawbridge Questionnaire
6. PRISMA-7
7. Bright Tool
8. Self-Administered Test
9. Tilburg Frailty Indicator

10. Groningen Frailty Indicator

Conclusions
of authors
of the
included
reviews
(see also
Tables 5–7
for actual
findings)

When compared
with the Phenotype
model, the gait
speed, PRISMA 7
and the Timed-up-
and-go test have
high sensitivity for
identifying frailty.
However, limited
specificity implies
many false-positive
results which means
that these instru-
ments cannot be
used as accurate
single tests to
identify frailty

Frailty index demonstrates
good criterion and construct
validity, but its discrimina-
tory ability is poor to mod-
erate. However, future
research is necessary to
investigate whether the psy-
chometric properties of
Frailty Index are generaliz-
able to primary care setting
and to facilitate its interpret-
ation and implementation in
daily clinical practice

Tilburg Frailty Indicator was shown
to be the strongest statistically and
appears as potentially relevant for
screening for frailty in a primary
care setting. However, validation of
this instrument in larger studies in
primary health care settings and
with more quality criteria is required

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW J. Apóstolo et al.
acceptable, and that of Sherbrooke Postal Question-
naire was judged to be unacceptable.

Data about inter-rater reliability was reported for
four measures.37 The Functional Assessment Screen-
ing Package was shown to have substantial to excel-
lent inter-rater reliability (kappa ¼ 0.77–1.00),
Tilburg Frailty Indicator and Bright Tool were
shown to have substantial inter-rater reliability
(kappa ¼ 0.79 and 0.77, respectively) and Straw-
bridge Questionnaire was shown to have low inter-
rater reliability (kappa ¼ 0.29). Information about
substantial inter-evaluation agreement in relation to
Strawbridge Questionnaire and CGA was also pro-
vided, being 0.67 (statistical test used for this
analysis was not specified). Findings describing the
reliability of frailty measures are summarized in
Table 5.
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Validity of index tests
Validity of frailty measures was addressed in two
reviews.36,37 One review37 provided data in relation
to the Tilburg Frailty Indicator and the Self-Admin-
istrated Test. The Self-Administrated Test was com-
pared to MCPS, with the classifications obtained by
these two measures being similar in 48% of cases, at
a ‘‘better’’ level for Self-Administered Test and at a
‘‘worse’’ level for MCPS in 45% of cases, and at a
‘‘worse’’ level for Self-Administered Test and at a
‘‘better’’ level for MCPS in 7% of cases.37 The
description of the Tilburg Frailty Indicator included
information about significant Pearson correlations
(P < 0.001) for each item and each frailty domain in
comparison with the reference measure (CGA).37

The authors of this review37 additionally analyzed
whether the included primary studies reported
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1169



Table 5: Findings related to reliability of frailty measures

Index tests (cutoff)

Reliability

Reference

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Groningen Frailty Indicator
(not available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/687 Acceptable internal
consistency

N/A

Sherbrooke Postal Question-
naire (not available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/687 Unacceptable internal
consistency

N/A

Tilburg Frailty Indicator
(score of 5)

Pialoux
et al.37

2/932 and 962
one year later

Substantial inter-rater
reliability and accepta-
ble internal consistency

Clinical (subjects
randomly
recruited from
municipal regis-
ters vs recruited
in general prac-
titioner surgeries)

Bright Tool (score of 3) Pialoux
et al.37

1/120 Substantial inter-rater
reliability and accepta-
ble internal consistency

N/A

Functional Assessment
Screening Package (not
available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/109 Substantial to excellent
inter-rater reliability

N/A

Strawbridge Questionnaire
(not available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/48 Substantial inter-evalu-
ation agreement and
fair inter-rater
reliability

N/A

N/A: not applicable.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW J. Apóstolo et al.
validity of frailty measures, identifying the tools with
fulfilled quality criteria for measurement properties.
However, this information was used merely for the
purpose of methodological quality assessment, not
accompanied by values of statistical tests.

The second review36 focused on different versions
of the Frailty Index, summarizing details regarding
criterion validity, construct validity and responsive-
ness. Given that assessment of criterion validity was
performed based on the ability of the analyzed tool
to predict adverse health outcomes, without address-
ing its concurrent and postdictive aspects, it was
decided to include these data in the section on the
predictive ability of frailty measures.

In terms of construct validity, different versions of
the Frailty Index showed a positive correlation with
different scales used as reference: the version assess-
ing 36 deficits correlated with Functional Reach Test
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
(r¼ 0.73), the version assessing 43 deficits correlated
with Consolice Study of Brain Ageing score (r ¼
0.72), the version assessing 70 deficits correlated
with Frailty Phenotype (r ¼ 0.65) and the version
assessing 50 deficits with Edmonton Frail Scale (r ¼
0.61).36 Negative correlations were found between
the 50-deficit version of the Frailty Index and
Changes in Health, End-Stage Disease and Signs
and Symptoms scale. The authors of this review36

also reported positive correlation between the
38-deficit Frailty Index and self-rated health
(r ¼ 0.49), as well as between two different versions
of the Frailty index comprising 37 deficits (one
including and one excluding activities of daily living
and comorbidities) and functional impairments in
activities of daily living and comorbidity. In this last
case, the coefficients of correlations were not pro-
vided. In addition, the Frailty Index was compared
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with the frailty phenotype and the scale of Changes
in Health, End-Stage Disease and Signs and Symp-
toms, and the values of weighted kappa were 0.17
(95% confidence interval [CI] 0.13–0.20) and 0.36
(95% CI 0.31–0.40), respectively.36

It was also revealed that older people and women
show higher scores on the Frailty Index. However,
in one of the cited primary studies, the opposite
association between the Frailty Index score and
gender was observed. Unfortunately, the authors
of this review36 did not provide details about the
items comprising each of the Frailty Index versions
or interpretations of the obtained finding. Thus, it is
difficult to explain differences observed in the
relationship between the Frailty Index and gender.
Findings related to validity of frailty measures are
presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Findings related to (construct) validity of f

Index tests Reference

Number of
studies/
participants

Refere
stand
putati
correl

Frailty Index (FI)
Reviewed FIs
included from 13 to
92 deficits and were
based on binary or
binary/multilevel
scoring

Drubbel
et al.36

1/2740 Funct
reach

Drubbel
et al.36

1/1016 Conso
of Bra
score

Drubbel
et al.36

1/23,952 Edmo
Scale;
scale

Drubbel
et al.36

1/2305 Frailty
pheno

Drubbel
et al.36

Not clear Pheno
model
CHES

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Diagnostic accuracy of index tests
Three reviews35-37 provided data related to diagnos-
tic accuracy of frailty measures (Table 7). In one
review,35 sensitivity and specificity of seven
measures, including gait speed (with three different
cutoff points: <0.7, <0.8 and <0.9 m/s), general
practitioner clinical judgment, index of polyphar-
macy, Groningen frailty indicator, PRISMA 7, index
of self-rated health and Timed-up-and-go test, were
reported. Sensitivity and specificity of PRISMA 7
were also reported by authors of another review,37

being accompanied by indicators of diagnostic
accuracy of Screening Letter, Sherbrooke Postal
Questionnaire, Functional Assessment Screening
Package, Screening Instrument and Bright Tool. In
a third review,36 data regarding the Frailty Index
were provided.
railty measures

Validity

nce
ard/
ve
ates Results/findings Heterogeneity

ional
test

Strong positive
correlation between
index test and reference
test was found

N/A

lice Study
in Ageing

Strong positive corre-
lation between index
test and reference test
was found

N/A

nton Frail
CHESS

Index test correlated
positively with Edmon-
ton Frail Scale and
negatively with CHESS
scale

N/A

type
Positive correlation
between index test and
reference test was found

N/A

type

S scale

Slight (when compared
to phenotype model)
and fair (when com-
pared to CHESS scale)
Weighted Kappa
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Table 6. (Continued)

Index tests

Validity

Reference

Number of
studies/
participants

Reference
standard/
putative
correlates Results/findings Heterogeneity

Drubbel
et al.36

1/2305 Impairment in
ADL and num-
ber of comor-
bidities

Positive correlation
between index test and
reference test was found

N/A

Drubbel
et al.36

1/1318 Self-rated
health

Positive correlation
between index test and
reference test was found

N/A

Drubbel
et al.36

3/28,135
6/46,043

Age In three studies weak
positive correlations
between index test and
reference standard were
found
Six studies reported
increase in FI score with
age ranging from þ0.02
to 0.05/year

Methodological
(list of deficits
ranging from
13 to 92 were
used; binary
scoring and
binary/multile-
vel scoring
were applied)

Drubbel
et al.36

18/108,872
1/23,952

Age and gender In 18 studies was
demonstrated that older
people and women
show higher FI scores.
One study reported a
lower percentage of
women in the most-frail
group

Methodological
(list of deficits
ranging from
13 to 92 were
used; binary
scoring and
binary/multile-
vel scoring
were applied)

Tilburg Frailty
Indicator (score of 5)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/245 and
275 one year
later

CGA Significant Pearson cor-
relations for each item
and each frailty domain
in comparison with the
reference measure

N/A

Self-Administered
Test (not available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/100 MCPS 48% of classifications
were similar between
two instruments; 45%
of classifications were at
a ‘‘better’’ level for Self-
Administered Test and
at a ‘‘worse’’ level for
MCPS; 7% of classifi-
cations were at a
‘‘worse’’ level for Self-
Administered Test and
at a ‘‘better’’ level for
MCPS

N/A

ADL: activities of daily living; CGA: comprehensive geriatric assessment; CHESS: changes in health, end-stage disease and signs and symptoms; MCPS: Marigliano-
Cacciafesta Polypathological Scale; N/A: not applicable.
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The highest sensitivity for identifying frailty
(1.00) was reported in relation to gait speed with
a cutoff point <0.9 m/s.35 However, specificity of
this measure was shown to be low (0.56). A slight
reduction in sensitivity and slight increase in speci-
ficity were found in relation to gait speed with a
cutoff point <0.8m/s (sensitivity ¼ 0.99 and speci-
ficity ¼ 0.64). Similarly, the reduction of the gait
speed cutoff point to<0.7 m/s was associated with a
further decrease of sensitivity (0.93) and increase of
specificity (0.77).35 High sensitivity and moderate
specificity for identifying frailty were also revealed
for Screening Letter (sensitivity ¼ 0.95 and speci-
ficity ¼ 0.68)37 and Timed-up-and-go test score
>10 s (sensitivity ¼ 0.93 and specificity ¼ 0.62).35

Functional Assessment Screening Package and
Screening Instrument were found to have moder-
ate-to-high sensitivity (0.70–0.95 and 0.65–0.93,
respectively) and low-to-high specificity (0.64–
0.95 and 0.50–0.96, respectively) for identifying
frailty.37 In relation to PRISMA 7, the values of
sensitivity and specificity for identifying frailty
were shown to be from moderate to relatively
high (0.78–0.83 and 0.74–0.83, respectively).35,37

Relatively high sensitivity (0.83) and moderate
specificity (0.72) for identifying frailty were reported
in relation to index of self-rated health.35 Bright Tool
showed to have moderate sensitivity (0.65) and
relatively high specificity (0.84) for identifying
frailty.37 The Frailty Index’s sensitivity for
Table 7: Findings related to diagnostic accuracy of

Index tests
(cutoff)

Sens

Reference

Number of
studies/
participants

Reference
standard

Gait speed
(<0.7 m/s)
(<0.8 m/s)
(<0.9 m/s)

Clegg
et al.35

1/1327 Phenotyp
model

Timed-up-and-go
test (TUGT)
(>10 s)

Clegg
et al.35

1/1814 Phenotyp
model

Screening Letter
(not available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/102 CGA

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
identifying frailty was revealed to be from low to
moderate (38.0–60.7); however, specificity of
this measure was shown to be relatively high
(83.5–91.5).36

Lower values of test accuracy were reported for
Sherbrooke Postal Questionnaire (sensitivity ¼ 0.75
and specificity¼ 0.52), General Practitioner Clinical
Assessment (sensitivity ¼ 0.67 and specificity ¼
0.76), index of polypharmacy (sensitivity ¼ 0.67
and specificity ¼ 0.72) and Groningen Frailty
Indicator (sensitivity ¼ 0.58 and specificity ¼
0.72).35,37

Predictive ability of index tests
Predictive ability of frailty measures was systemati-
cally analyzed in three reviews.36,38,39 In one
review,38 only data regarding available screening
tools for use in emergency departments were con-
sidered. These tools were the Identification of
Seniors at Risk, the Triage Risk Screening Tool,
the Silver Code, the Variables Indicative of Place-
ment Risk, the Mortality Risk Index, the Rowland
instrument, the Runciman instrument, the Donini
Index of Frailty, the Winograd Index of Frailty, the
Schoevaerdts Index of Frailty and the Self-rated
Health. Participants were older adults admitted to
or discharged from the emergency department. The
remaining two reviews36,39 focused on community-
dwelling older adults: one of these two reviews36

provided data on the Frailty Index; and the other
frailty measures

itivity and specificity

Results/findings Heterogeneity

e Slow gait speed has high
sensitivity and low-to-
moderate specificity

Methodological
(cut-off <0.7,
<0.8 and <0.9
m/s were used)

e TUGT has high sensitivity and
moderate specificity for identi-
fying frailty

N/A

Screening Letter has high sensi-
tivity and moderate specificity
for identifying frailty

N/A
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Table 7. (Continued)

Index tests
(cutoff)

Sensitivity and specificity

Reference

Number of
studies/
participants

Reference
standard Results/findings Heterogeneity

PRISMA 7 (�3)
(not available)

Clegg
et al.35

Pialoux
et al.37

2/714 Phenotype
model/
SMAF

In one study, PRISMA 7
demonstrated relatively high
sensitivity and specificity for
identifying frailty.
In the other study, either speci-
ficity or sensitivity for identify-
ing frailty was moderate

Methodological
(different refer-
ence tests were
used; the cutoff
was identified
only in one
study)

Self-rated health
(�6)

Clegg
et al.35

1/120 Phenotype
model

Self-rated health has relatively
high sensitivity and moderate
specificity for identifying frailty

N/A

General prac-
titioner clinical
assessment
(dichotomous)

Clegg
et al.35

1/120 Phenotype
model

General practitioner clinical
assessment has moderate sensi-
tivity and moderate specificity
for identifying frailty

N/A

Polypharmacy (�5
medication)

Clegg
et al.35

1/120 Phenotype
model

Index of polypharmacy has
moderate sensitivity and moder-
ate specificity for identifying
frailty

N/A

Functional Assess-
ment Screening
Package (not
available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/109 CGA Functional Assessment Screen-
ing Package has moderate-to-
high sensitivity and low-to-high
specificity for identifying frailty

N/A

Screening Instru-
ment (not avail-
able)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/150 CGA Screening Instrument has mod-
erate-to-high sensitivity and
moderate-to-high specificity for
identifying frailty

N/A

Bright Tool (score
of 3)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/120 CGA Bright Tool has moderate sensi-
tivity and relatively high speci-
ficity for identifying frailty

N/A

Groningen Frailty
Indicator (�4)

Clegg
et al.35

1/120 Phenotype
model

Groningen Frailty Indicator has
relatively low sensitivity and
moderate specificity for identi-
fying frailty

N/A

Sherbrooke Postal
Questionnaire (not
available)

Pialoux
et al.37

1/842 SMAF Sherbrooke Postal Question-
naire has moderate sensitivity
and relatively low specificity
for identifying frailty

N/A

Frailty Index with
binary scoring
(not available)

Drubbel
et al.36

2/6378 Phenotype
Model/
Functional
Domains
Model

Frailty Index has low-to-moder-
ate sensitivity and moderate-to-
high specificity for identifying
frailty

Methodological
(list of 38 defi-
cits and list of
48 deficits were
used)

CGA: comprehensive geriatric assessment; DTA: diagnostic test accuracy; N/A: not applicable; SMAF: Systeme de Mesure de l’Autonomic Fonctionnelle scale. Values
�80 were considered as indicative of high specificity and sensitivity, values �60 and <80 as indicative of moderate specificity and sensitivity, and values <60 as
indicative of low specificity and sensitivity.
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one39 addressed frailty indicators. The follow-up
reported in three reviews varied from 14 days to
14 years. The adverse health outcomes included
recurrent falls and fractures, change in activity of
daily living score, functional decline/dementia, new
disease at three years, (return) emergency depart-
ment visits, hospitalization and hospital re-admis-
sions, institutionalization and mortality. The
characteristics of reviews addressing predictive abil-
ity of frailty measures are summarized in Table 8.

Predictive ability of frailty screening tools in
community-dwelling adults
The Frailty Index was the only screening tool that
was systematically analyzed for predictive ability
Table 8: Summary of characteristics of reviews focu

Reference Carpenter et al.38 Drub

Method of
analysis

Random effect model for studies
assessing the same index test at
the same threshold for the
same or similar outcomes at
the same follow-up interval
Inter-study heterogeneity was
assessed with pooled estimates
of sensitivity and specificity
using the DerSimonian-Laird
random effects model
Statistical heterogeneity was
reported using the index of
inconsistency
The test-treatment threshold was
examined using the Pauker and
Kassirer decision threshold
model

Narr

Outcomes
assessed

Sensitivity, specificity, positive
and negative likelihood ratios
for predictors of adverse out-
comes:
- return emergency department

visits
- hospital readmissions
- institutionalization
- functional decline
- mortality

Crite
an ab
to pr
come
- dea
- inst
- em
- rec
- rec
- hos
- cha

act
- cha
- new

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
based on data obtained with community-dwelling
older adults.36 However, the reported data referred
to different versions of this measure, ranging from 13
to 92 items. The Frailty Index was shown to be
sufficiently accurate to predict increased risk of: (i)
recurrent falls and recurrent fractures at eight years
after evaluation; (ii) decline in activities of daily living,
changes in mental score, new disease and change in
hospital days at three years after evaluation; (iii)
hospitalization and institutionalization at 12 months
after evaluation; and (iv) mortality at 12, 24 and
120 months after evaluation. The Frailty Index was
also shown to have sufficient ability to predict
increased risk of multiple negative outcomes (such
as emergency department visits, out of hour’s general
sed on predictive ability of frailty measures

bel et al.36 Vermeulen et al.39

ative summary Narrative summary

rion validity (defined as
ility of the Frailty Index
edict adverse health out-
s):
th
itutionalization
ergency department visits
urrent falls
urrent fractures
pitalization
nge in instrumental
ivity of daily living score
nge in mental score

disease at three years

Predictive ability for
future disability of
activities of daily living
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Table 8. (Continued)

Reference Carpenter et al.38 Drubbel et al.36 Vermeulen et al.39

Index test/
frailty
indicators

Identification of Seniors at Risk
Triage Risk Screening Tool
The Silver Code
Variables Indicative of Place-
ment Risk
Mortality Risk Index
The Rowland instrument
The Runciman instrument
Donini Index of Frailty
Winograd Index of Frailty
Schoevaerdts Index of Frailty
Self-rated health
Canadian Study of Health and
Aging Clinical Frailty Scale

1. Frailty Index Physical frailty
indicators:
-Weight loss
-Gait speed
-Grip strength
-Physical activity
-Balance
-Lower extremity
function

-Exhaustion
-Chair stands
-3608 turn, bending
over, foot taps and
hand signature

Follow-up
period

14 days to 12 months after
emergency department encoun-
ter

One to 12 years One to 14 years

Conclusions
of authors
of the
included
reviews
(see also
Tables
9–11 for
actual
findings)

Existing instruments designed to
risk stratify older patients
admitted to Emergency Depart-
ments do not accurately dis-
tinguish high- or low-risk
subsets and should be not used
by key stakeholders for this
purpose

Criterion validity (defined as
the ability to predict adverse
health outcomes) of Frailty
index was shown to be good

Unintended weight lo-
ss, lower slow gait
speed, lower grip
strength, poor balance,
low lower extremity
function and low
physical activity can
predict future disability
in activities of daily
living in community-
dwelling people, with
gait speed and low
physical activity being
the most powerful pre-
dictors.
Exhaustion appears
not to predict future
disability of activities
of daily living; how-
ever only one of the
reviewed studies
focused on this out-
come.
Physical frailty
indicators do not only
predict disability when
they are related
together in a frailty
phenotype but also
independently
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practitioner surgery visits, nursing home admission
and mortality) at 24 months after evaluation.

Authors of another review37 reported statistically
robust (P < 0.001) predictive value of the Tilburg
Frailty Indicator for quality of life, autonomy and
resorting to care. However, given that the review
authors did not focus on the predictive ability of the
analyzed measures, it is possible that important data
complementary to the cited findings were missing.

Findings describing predictive ability of frailty
measures in community-dwelling adults are pre-
sented in Table 9.

Predictive ability of frailty screening tools in older
patients admitted to emergency department
Only one review38 addressed predictive ability
of screening tools validated in emergency
Table 9: Findings related to predictive ability of fra

Index tests Reference
Adverse health
outcome

Nu
stu
par

Tilburg Frailty
Indicator

Pialoux
et al.37

Quality of life,
autonomy and
resorting to care

1/2
275
late

Frailty Index (FI)�

Reviewed FIs
included from 13
to 92 deficits and
were based on
binary or binary/
multilevel scoring

Drubbel
et al.36

Recurrent falls 1/3

Drubbel
et al.36

Recurrent frac-
tures

1/3

Drubbel
et al.36

ADL decline 1/2

Drubbel
et al.36

Change in men-
tal score

1/2

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
departments. Some measures addressed in this
review, including Donini Index of Frailty, Wino-
grad Index of Frailty, Schoevaerdts Index of
Frailty, Mortality Risk Index, Rowland instrument,
Runciman instrument, CSHA Clinical Frailty Scale
and self-rated health, were analyzed based on
findings from a single study. Other measures, includ-
ing Identification of Seniors at Risk, Triage Risk
Screening Tool, The Silver Code and Variables Indica-
tive of Placement Risk, were described using data
obtained in more than one study. Whenever possible,
meta-analysis was performed, using thresholds for
LRþ of �10 and for LR� of �0.1. The outcomes
of interest considered in the cited review38 included
return to emergency department, functional decline,
hospital re-admission, institutionalization and mor-
tality.
ilty measures in community-dwelling older adults

Predictive ability

mber of
dies/
ticipants Results/findings Heterogeneity

45 and
one year

r

The predictive value of
this tool for quality of
life, autonomy and
resorting to care is stat-
istically robust

N/A

257 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
recurrent falls at eight
years after evaluation

N/A

257 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
recurrent fractures at
eight years after evalu-
ation

N/A

032 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
ADL decline at three
years after evaluation

N/A

032 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
change in mental score
at three years after
evaluation

N/A
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Table 9. (Continued)

Index tests

Predictive ability

Reference
Adverse health
outcome

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Drubbel
et al.36

New diseases 1/2032 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
new disease at three
years after evaluation

N/A

Drubbel
et al.36

Hospitalization 1/1066 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
hospitalization at 12
months after evaluation

N/A

Drubbel
et al.36

Change in hos-
pital days

1/2032 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
change in hospital days
at three years after
evaluation

N/A

Drubbel
et al.36

Institutionaliza-
tion

2/25,018 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
institutionalization at
12 months after evalu-
ation

Methodological
(list of 50 defi-
cits and list of
83 deficits were
used; binary
scoring and
binary/multile-
vel scoring
were applied)

Drubbel
et al.36

Mortality 14/123,320 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
mortality at 12, 24 and
120 months after evalu-
ation

Statistical (FI
data used as an
unique predic-
tor vs FI data
used within
multivariable
model with
age, gender and
comorbidities)
Methodological
(follow-up
periods from
12 to 120
months)

Drubbel
et al.36

Multiple nega-
tive outcomes
(ED visits, out
of hours GP
surgery visits,
nursing home
admission and
mortality)

1/1679 Accuracy is sufficient to
predict increased risk of
multiple negative out-
comes at 24 months
after evaluation

N/A

ADL: activities of daily living; GP: general practitioner; N/A: not applicable.
�Predictive ability for adverse outcomes was evaluated in order to determine the criterion validity of the instrument.
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Mortality Risk Index was evaluated in terms of its
capacity to predict two-year mortality after presen-
tation to the emergency department, with two
thresholds (�3 or 5) used to define ‘‘abnormality’’
(the review authors38 did not specify the concept of
abnormality). This measure lacked prognostic
accuracy to predict the risk of adverse outcome.38

Donini Index of Frailty, Winograd Index of Frailty
and Schoevaerdts Index of Frailty were analyzed for
institutionalization or mortality at 12 months after
admission to emergency department and were
revealed not to be sufficiently accurate to predict
increased risk of any of these adverse outcomes.38

Rowland and Runciman instruments were examined
for returns to the emergency department, hospital re-
admission, mortality or different combinations of
these adverse outcomes at six months after admis-
sion to the emergency department. Both instruments
were shown to have insufficient ability to predict the
indicated outcomes of interest.38 The CSHA Clinical
Frailty Scale was assessed as a predictor of hospital
readmission at 30 or 90 days, and was shown to be
an inaccurate predictor of this adverse health out-
come. The measure of self-rated health stratified as
bad (fair/poor) or non-bad (good/excellent) was
screened in terms of its predictive ability for return
to emergency department at 30 and 90 days after
admission. It was shown not to be associated with an
increased risk of adverse outcome.38

The predictive ability of Silver Code was
examined in two different studies.38 One of these
studies defined as outcomes of interest returns to
emergency department, hospital re-admission,
mortality or different combinations of these, and
considered results obtained six months after admis-
sion to an emergency department. Another study
focused on risk of mortality at 12 months after
the episode in an emergency department. In both
studies, thresholds of �4 and �11 were used to
define ‘‘abnormality’’. Regardless of threshold and
follow-up interval, Silver Code was revealed to have
insufficient prognostic accuracy to predict increased
risk of adverse outcomes.

Four studies assessed predictive ability of Vari-
ables Indicative of Placement Risk.38 Three studies
focused on outcome of hospital re-admission at 30
days using ‘‘abnormality’’ thresholds of �1, �2 and
�3. Inter-study heterogeneity was evaluated based
on data reported in only two of these studies. For the
purpose of meta-analysis, threshold of �1 was
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
considered. Pooled estimates of sensitivity (79;
95% CI 69–86) and specificity (18; 95% CI 15–
21) demonstrated variable statistical heterogeneity
with I2 ranging from 0 to 99.5%. Based on pooled
estimates of LRþ (0.98; 95% CI 0.83–1.17) and
LR� (1.11; 95% CI 0.59–2.09), the measure Vari-
ables Indicative of Placement Risk was considered
not sufficiently accurate to predict increased risk of
hospital re-admission at 30 days after presentation
to the emergency department. The results of the
study not considered in meta-analysis pointed in
the same direction.38

Moreover, two studies examined Variables
Indicative of Placement Risk for functional decline
at 30 days using ‘‘abnormality’’ thresholds of�1 and
�2. Data reported in these studies were meta-ana-
lyzed. I2 ranging from 0 to 99.5% (sensitivity: 82;
95% CI 77–86; specificity: 37; 95% CI 33–42)
indicated significant statistical heterogeneity. Pooled
estimates of LRþ (1.92; 95% CI 0.58–6.41) and
LR� (0.63; 95% CI 0.50–0.78) demonstrated that
predictive ability of Variables Indicative of Place-
ment Risk for outcome of interest was not sufficient
to be clinically useful.38

Several studies assessed predictive ability of
Triage Risk Screening Tool.38 Outcomes of interest
considered in these studies included returns to the
emergency department, functional decline, hospital
re-admission and different combinations of these
adverse outcomes. The follow-up intervals varied
from 30 to 180 days. The thresholds for ‘‘abnormal-
ity’’ were defined based on one, two or three affir-
mative responses; however, for the purpose of meta-
analysis, only threshold of �2 was used. The pooled
estimates of sensitivity and specificity for all out-
comes at all follow-up intervals demonstrated stat-
istically significant heterogeneity (I2 often >50%).
Pooled estimates of LRþ and LR� for returns to
emergency department at 30 days (LRþ of 1.06;
95% CI 0.83–1.35; LR� of 1.09; 95% CI 0.70–
1.70), 90 days (LRþ of 1.11; 95% CI 0.89–1.38;
LR� of 0.86; 95% CI 0.61–1.22) and 120 days
(LRþ 1.19; 95% CI 1.03–1.38; LR� of 0.70; 95%
CI 0.50–0.98) showed that Triage Risk Screening
Tool was not sufficiently accurate to be clinically
useful. Insufficient predictive ability of this frailty
measure was also revealed for functional decline at
30 days (LRþ of 1.37; 95% CI 1.10–1.71; LR� of
0.65; 95% CI 0.54–0.78) and 90 days (LRþ of
1.23; 95% CI 0.87–1.75; LR� of 0.73; 95% CI
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1179
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0.42–1.27) after admission to the emergency depart-
ment, as well as for hospital re-admission at 30 days
(LRþ of 1.06; 95% CI 0.92–1.24; LR� of 0.90;
95% CI 0.63–1.29), 90 days (LRþ of 1.16; 95% CI
1.06–1.28; LR� of 0.62; 95% CI 0.43–0.85) and
180 days (LRþ of 1.22; 95% CI 1.16–1.29; LR� of
0.56; 95% CI 0.34–0.91) after admission to the
emergency department. Lack of sufficient predictive
ability of Triage Risk Screening Tool was addition-
ally evidenced in relation to combinations of adverse
outcomes, assessed after 30 days interval (LRþ of
1.29; 95% CI 1.03–1.62; LR� of 0.67; 95% CI
0.55–0.81), 90 days (LRþ of 1.02; 95% CI 0.79–
1.32; LR� of 0.94; 95% CI 0.62–1.42) or 120 days
(LRþ of 1.34; 95% CI 1.17–1.53; LR� of 0.75;
95% CI 0.65–0.87).38

Because of different thresholds for ‘‘abnormal-
ity’’, data from the few studies addressing Triage
Risk Screening Tool were not considered in meta-
analysis.38 These studies assessed predictive ability
for hospital re-admission, functional decline and any
adverse outcomes at 30 days after admission to the
emergency department. In no case was the Triage
Risk Screening Tool revealed to have sufficient
accuracy to be clinically useful.

Predictive ability of Identification of Seniors at
Risk was assessed for outcomes of return to the
emergency department, functional decline, hospital
re-admission and different combination of these
adverse outcomes.38 Intervals ranging from 30 to
180 days after emergency department presentation
were considered. The thresholds for ‘‘abnormality’’
varied from one to three positive responses. Meta-
analysis was based on data reported for threshold of
�2. The pooled estimates of sensitivity and speci-
ficity for all outcomes at all follow-up intervals
demonstrated statistical significant heterogeneity
(I2 often >50%). The pooled estimates of positive
and negative LRs showed that Identification of
Seniors at Risk was not sufficiently accurate to
predict increased risk of return to the emergency
department at 30 days (LRþ of 1.06; 95% CI 0.83–
1.35; LR� of 1.09; 95% CI 0.70–1.70), 90 days
(LRþ of 1.09; 95% CI 0.83–1.43; LR� of 0.79;
95% CI 0.34–1.84) and 180 days (LRþ of 1.38;
95% CI 1.14–1.67; LR� of 0.71; 95% CI 0.66–
0.75) after the emergency department episode. Insuf-
ficient accuracy to predict risk of adverse outcomes
was also evidenced in relation to functional decline
and hospital re-admission. Regarding functional
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
decline at 30 days, pooled estimates of positive
and negative LRs were 1.19 (95% CI 1.07–1.34)
and 0.56 (95% CI 0.43–0.72), respectively. For
functional decline at 90 days, the pooled estimate
of LRþ was 1.25 (95% CI 1.14–1.38) and that of
LR� was 0.53 (95% CI 0.44–0.77).38

Hospital re-admission at 30 days after presen-
tation to the emergency department yielded a pooled
estimate of LRþ of 1.08 (95% CI 0.94–1.23) and a
pooled estimate of LR� of 0.75 (95% CI 0.37–
1.56).38 Data from single studies that focused on
the same outcome (hospital re-admission at 30 days),
but were not included in meta-analysis, pointed
results in the same direction. For hospital re-admis-
sion at 90 days, pooled estimates for positive and
negative LRs were 1.18 (95% CI 1.05–1.34) and
0.57 (95% CI 0.30–1.10), respectively, and for
hospital re-admission at 180 days were 1.22 (95%
CI 1.11–1.34) and 0.54 (95% CI 0.39–0.75),
respectively. Identification of Seniors at Risk was
shown to be insufficiently accurate to predict
increased risk of any adverse outcome at 30 days
(LRþ 1.26; 95% CI 1.03–1.55; LR� 0.56; 95% CI
0.40–0.77), 90 days (LRþ 1.25; 95% CI 1.11–1.42;
LR� 0.60; 95% CI 0.44–0.83) and 180 days (LRþ
1.40; 95% CI 0.88–2.24; LR� 0.66; 95% CI 0.37–
1.19) after emergency department presentation.
Limited ability of Identification of Seniors at Risk
to predict increased risk of adverse outcomes was
also revealed in a single study that focused on the
outcome of high hospital utilization at six months
after admission to emergency department.38

In two studies, modified versions of Identification
of Seniors at Risk were considered.38 The outcomes
of interest were one-month and 12-month hospital
re-admission. Modification of Identification of
Seniors at Risk did not improve its predictive ability.

Findings related to predictive ability of frailty
screening tools in older patients admitted to emer-
gency department are summarized in Table 10.

Predictive ability of frailty indicators
The predictive ability of frailty indicators was
examined in a single review.39 This review focused
on gait speed, unintended weight loss, low muscle
strength or hand grip strength, low physical activity,
low balance, low lower extremity function, exhaus-
tion, poor performance on chair stands, 3608 turn,
bending over, foot taps and hand signature, investi-
gating their association with future disability in
� 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE 1180
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activities of daily living. All frailty indicators, with
exception of muscle strength or hand grip strength
and exhaustion, were revealed to be significant pre-
dictors of disability in activities of daily living. The
risk of this adverse outcome was studied in different
Table 10: Findings related to predictive ability of frail
emergency department

Index tests

Pre

Reference

Adverse
health
outcomes

Number o
studies/
participan

Triage Risk
Screening
Tool (TRST)

Carpenter
et al.38

Emergency
department
(ED) returns

5/846

Carpenter
et al.38

Functional
decline

5/1794

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

5/3323

Carpenter
et al.38

Any adverse
outcome

6/2405

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
follow-up intervals, varying from one to 8.4 years for
gait speed, from three to 10 years for physical
activity, from four to 14 years for weight loss, from
one to six years for balance, from three to nine years
for lower extremity function and from one to three
ty screening tools in older patients admitted to the

dictive ability

f

ts Results/findings Heterogeneity

Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of ED return at 30, 90
and 120 days after pres-
entation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 120 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (ED patients,
ED patients not
receiving sedating
medications, dis-
charged ED patients)

Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of functional decline at
30 and 90 days after
presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 90 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (ED patients,
ED patients not
receiving sedating
medications, dis-
charged ED patients)

Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
30, 90 and 180 days after
presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 180 days;
thresholds of �1, �2
and �3 were used)
Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients,
discharged ED
patients, ED patients
non-cognitively
impaired, non-trauma
ED patients)

Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of any adverse outcome
at 30, 90 and 120 days
after presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 120 days;
thresholds of � 1 and
� 2 were used)
Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients,
discharged ED
patients, ED patients
not receiving sedating
medications)
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Table 10. (Continued)

Index tests

Predictive ability

Reference

Adverse
health
outcomes

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Identification
of Seniors at
Risk (ISAR)

Carpenter
et al.38

ED returns 9/4848 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of ED return at 30, 90
and 180 days after pres-
entation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 180 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (ED patients,
ED patients referred
for GA, discharged ED
patients, ED patients
not receiving sedating
medications, non-
trauma ED patients)

Carpenter
et al.38

Functional
decline

6/2093 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of functional decline at
30 and 90 days after
presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 90 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients,
ED patients not
receiving sedating
medications, acute
medical unit patients,
non-trauma ED
patients)

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

6/5408 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
30, 90 and 180 days after
presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 180 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (discharged
ED patients, ED
patients without
cognitive impairment
or a surrogate
informant if
cognitively impaired)

Carpenter
et al.38

Any adverse
outcome

7/4928 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of any adverse outcome
at 30, 90 and 180 days
after presentation to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from 30 to 180 days;
thresholds of �2 and
�3 were used)
Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients,
ED patients not
receiving sedating
medications, admitted
or discharged ED
patients, acute medical
unit patients, non-
trauma ED patients)
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Table 10. (Continued)

Index tests

Predictive ability

Reference

Adverse
health
outcomes

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Carpenter
et al.38

High hospital
utilization

1/1620 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of high hospital utiliz-
ation at six months after
presentation to ED

Methodological
(thresholds of �2, �3
and �4 were used)

Identification
of Seniors at
Risk (ISAR)
– modified
version

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

2/595 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
one and 12 months after
presentation to ED

Statistical (ISAR data
used as an unique
predictor vs ISAR data
used within multiple
regression model based
on four risk factors,
such as presence of
home help, increased
dependency,
professional
recommendation,
presence of vascular
disease)
Methodological
(follow-up periods of
one and 12 months)
Clinical (ED patients
referred for GA,
discharged ED
patients)

Variables
Indicative of
Placement
Risk (VIP)

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

3/1013 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
30 days after presentation
to ED

Methodological
(thresholds of �1, �2
and �3 were used)
Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients,
patients admitted to
ED non-cognitively
impaired)

Carpenter
et al.38

Functional
decline

2/965 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of functional decline at
30 days after presentation
to ED

Methodological
(thresholds of �1 and
�2 were used)
Clinical (ED or
in-patient wards
patients, patients
admitted to ED non-
cognitively impaired)

Silver Code Carpenter
et al.38

ED returns 1/1538 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of ED returns at six
months after presentation
to ED

Methodological (either
threshold �4 or �11
were used)

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

1/1538 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
six months after presen-
tation to ED

Methodological (either
threshold �4 or �11
were used)
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Table 10. (Continued)

Index tests

Predictive ability

Reference

Adverse
health
outcomes

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 2/12,451 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at six and 12
months after presentation
to ED

Methodological
(follow-up periods
from six to 12
months, either
threshold �4 or �11
were used)

Carpenter
et al.38

ED return or
hospital read-
mission or
mortality

1/1538 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of any of indicated out-
comes at six months after
presentation to ED

Methodological (either
threshold �4 or �11
were used)

Mortality
Risk Index

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/1263 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at two years
after presentation to ED

Methodological
(thresholds of �3 and
�5, were used)

Rowland Carpenter
et al.38

ED returns 1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of ED returns at six
months after presentation
to ED

N/A

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
six months after presen-
tation to ED

N/A

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at six
months after presentation
to ED

N/A

Carpenter
et al.38

ED return or
hospital read-
mission or
mortality

1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of any of indicated out-
comes at six months after
presentation to ED

N/A

Runciman Carpenter
et al.38

ED returns 1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk of
ED returns at six months
after presentation to ED

N/A

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
six months after presen-
tation to ED

N/A

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at six
months after presentation
to ED

N/A
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Table 10. (Continued)

Index tests

Predictive ability

Reference

Adverse
health
outcomes

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Carpenter
et al.38

ED return or
hospital read-
mission or
mortality

1/381 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of any of indicated out-
comes at six months after
presentation to ED

N/A

Winograd
Index of
Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Institutionali-
zation

1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of institutionalization at
12 months after presen-
tation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at 12 months
after presentation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

Donini Index
of Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Institutionali-
zation

1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of institutionalization at
12 months after presen-
tation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at 12 months
after presentation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

Schoevaerdts
Index of
Frailty

Carpenter
et al.38

Institutionali-
zation

1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of institutionalization at
12 months after presen-
tation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

Carpenter
et al.38

Mortality 1/1306 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of mortality at 12 months
after presentation to ED

Clinical (ED or in-
patient wards patients)

CSHA
Clinical
Frailty Scale

Carpenter
et al.38

Hospital
readmission

1/645 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of hospital readmission at
30 and 90 days after
presentation to ED

N/A

Self-rated
health

Carpenter
et al.38

Return ED
visits

1/177 Accuracy is not sufficient
to predict increased risk
of return ED visits at 30
and 90 days after presen-
tation to ED

N/A

CSHA: Canadian Study on Health and Ageing; ED: emergency department; GA: geriatric assessment. Acute medical unit patients: all acute medical unit patients with
anticipated discharge in <72 h; N/A: not applicable; Non-trauma ED patients: non-trauma ED patients without cognitive impairment or a surrogate informant if
cognitively impaired.
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years for chair stands. Predictive ability of 3608 turn,
bending over, foot taps and hand signature was
analyzed at 12 months after evaluation.39

Regarding muscle strength or hand grip strength,
the reported findings were inconsistent.39 Three
studies with follow-up periods of three, four and
eight years concluded that grip strength was not a
significant predictor of disability in activities of daily
living. In seven studies with follow-up periods from
three to nine years, grip strength was found to be
associated with higher risk of developing disability in
activities of daily living. Exhaustion was analyzed in
a single study, with follow-up of eight years, which
was the only frailty indicator that was shown not to
be a significant predictor of disability in activities on
daily living.39

Findings related to predictive ability of frailty
indicators are summarized in Table 11.
Table 11: Findings related to predictive ability of fr

Pre

Frailty
indicator/
risk factors Reference

Adverse
consequences

Number o
studies/
participan

Gait speed Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 12/23,277

Physical
activity

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 9/20,899

Unintended
weight loss

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 4/6752

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Summary of evidence

The summary of evidence for outcomes of reliability,
validity and diagnostic accuracy, based on findings
described in Tables 5–7, is presented in Table 12.
The evidence regarding the Frailty Index should
be considered with caution as it was collected from
different existing versions of this measure. Table 13
provides the summary of evidence for predictive
ability outcome.
Discussion

The current umbrella review on screening for frailty
has examined reviews covering 26 different index
tests for frailty plus eight individual indicators. The
reviews together considered 11 different adverse
health outcomes ranging from falls, functional
decline or disability on activities of daily living to
ailty indicators

dictive ability

f

ts Results/findings Heterogeneity

Lower gait speed is
associated to higher
risk of developing
ADL disability

Methodological
(measures of average
vs highest/lowest gait
speed were used;
different distances
were used)
Clinical (older adults
free or not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

More physical activity
or regular participa-
tion in exercise are
associated to a lower
risk of developing
ADL disability

Methodological (differ-
ent criteria for defi-
nition of exercisers
were used)
Clinical (older adults
free and not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

Unintended weight lo-
ss is associated to
higher risk of develop-
ing ADL disability

Methodological (loss
of 5% or more of the
total body weight vs
loss of more than 10
pounds were con-
sidered)
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Table 11. (Continued)

Predictive ability

Frailty
indicator/
risk factors Reference

Adverse
consequences

Number of
studies/
participants Results/findings Heterogeneity

Balance Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 6/5076 Low balance is associ-
ated to higher risk of
developing ADL dis-
ability

Methodological (differ-
ent balance tasks were
used)
Clinical (older adults
free and not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

Lower
extremity
function

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 5/10,050 Low lower extremity
function is associated
to higher risk of devel-
oping ADL disability

Methodological (differ-
ent lower extremity
function tasks were
used)
Clinical (older adults
free and not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

Chair
stands

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 3/2812 Low performance on
chair stands is associ-
ated to higher risk of
developing ADL dis-
ability

Clinical (older adults
free and not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

360- turn,
bending
over, foot
taps and
hand signa-
ture

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 1/563 Lower performance in
3608 turn, bending
over, foot taps and
hand signature is
associated to higher
risk of developing
ADL disability

N/A

Muscle
strength or
hand grip
strength

Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 10/13,916 Seven studies con-
cluded that poor
muscle strength or
hand grip strength are
predictors of ADL dis-
ability
Three studies con-
cluded that poor
muscle strength or
hand grip strength are
not predictors of ADL
disability

Methodological (differ-
ent numbers of
measurements were
considered; evaluation
was performed in the
dominant hand or in
both hands)
Clinical (older adults
free and not free of
ADL disability at base-
line were assessed)

Exhaustion Vermeulen
et al.39

ADL disability 1/754 Exhaustion is not a
predictor of future
ADL disability

N/A

ADL: activities of daily living (in all cases, ADLs referred would be described as basic ADLs, such as bathing, dressing, eating, transferring, toileting, continence,
walking inside the home); ED: emergency department; N/A: not applicable.
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hospitalization, institutionalization and death.
Screening tools were assessed for their reliability
and validity, and compared against established refer-
ence tests, including the full clinical assessment, the
CGA, the CHS phenotype model (also known as
Table 12: Summary of evidence for outcomes of rel

Index test/frailty indicator Author/year R

Tilburg Frailty Indicator Pialoux et al., 2012

Timed-up-and-go test Clegg et al., 2014

Screening Letter Pialoux et al., 2012

Gait speed Clegg et al., 2014

Frailty Index Test Drubbel et al., 2014

Strawbridge Questionnaire Pialoux et al., 2012

Self-Administered Test Pialoux et al., 2012

PRISMA 7 Clegg et al., 2014;
Pialoux et al., 2012

Bright Tool Pialoux et al., 2012

Functional Assessment 
Screening Package

Pialoux et al., 2012

Self-rated health Clegg et al., 2014

Screening Instrument Pialoux et al., 2012

Groningen Frailty Indicator Pialoux et al., 2012

General Practitioner clinical 
assessment

Clegg et al., 2014

Polypharmacy Clegg et al., 2014

Sherbrooke Postal 
Questionnaire

Pialoux et al., 2012

Good predictive ability

Moderate predictive ability/inconsistent results

Insufficient predictive ability

No data reported

JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Fried’s phenotype) and the CSHA cumulative deficit
model (also known as Rockwoods’ frailty profile).
Screening tools were also examined for their pre-
dictive ability. The overall aim of examining the
utility of screening tools for detecting or predicting
iability, validity and diagnostic accuracy

eliability Validity Diagnostic 
accuracy
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Table 13: Summary of evidence for predictive ability outcome

Muscle 
strength or 
hand grip 
strength

Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Triage Risk 
Screening 
Tool

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Identification 
of Seniors at 
Risk

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Identification 
of Seniors at 
Risk - modified

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Variables 
Indicative of 
Placement 
Risk

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Silver Code Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Mortality Risk 
Index

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Rowland Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Runciman Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Winograd 
Index of Frailty

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Donini Index of 
Frailty

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Schoevaerdts 
Index of Frailty

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Index test/ 
frailty 
indicator

Author/
year

Predictive ability

Quality of 
life, 
autonomy 
and 
resorting to 
care

Falls and 
fractures

Activities of 
daily living
disability/ 
functional 
decline

Cognitive 
decline

New disease

Hospitalization/ 
hospital 
readmission/ 
high hospital 
utilization

Emergency 
department
returns

Change in 
hospital 
days

Institutionalization Mortality
Multiple 
adverse 
outcomes

Frailty Index Drubbel et al., 
2014

Tilburg Frailty 
Indicator

Pialoux et al., 
2012

Gait speed Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Physical 
activity

Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Unintended 
weight loss

Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Balance Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Lower 
extremity 
function

Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Chair stands Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

360º turn, 
bending over, 
foot taps and 
hand signature

Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Self-rated 
health

Carpenter et 
al., 2014

Exhaustion Vermeulen et 
al., 2011

Good predictive ability

Moderate predictive ability/inconsistent results

Insufficient predictive ability

No data reported
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risk of frailty and its associated negative outcomes
was deemed necessary given that, despite the
widely accepted concept of frailty as an age-related
state of high vulnerability to adverse outcomes in
the event of a stressor such as trauma or new
disease, different operational definitions had been
proposed. After consideration of quantitative sys-
tematic reviews, pooled analyses and meta-
analyses, five systematic reviews met inclusion
criteria including age range (60 years and over)
and methodological quality criteria. Poorer quality
reviews that did not meet our mandatory require-
ments for inclusion were excluded at this stage, but
it is important to note that none of the included
reviews considered or analyzed for the possibility
of publication bias.

Quality of included primary studies: key issues
The authors of included reviews varied in terms of
their overall appraisals of the quality of their
included primary studies. They recognized weak-
nesses in the primary studies such as risks of attrition
bias and bias as a result of lack of blinding of
assessors in relation to index test results. Incorpora-
tion bias was also a potential problem in terms of the
relationships to the reference tests used, given that
there was some commonality and overlap between
the measures, for example, efficacy of gait speed as
appraised against a frailty phenotype that included
gait speed.35 Nevertheless, the utility of using the
simple index as opposed to the fuller assessment is
important and shown to be very useful, with high
sensitivity and moderate specificity at a gait speed of
less than 0.7 m/s. However, the design of studies to
control for these risks is an important consideration
in any further development or evaluation of frailty
screening.

Attrition was also identified as a concern and
threat to validity of studies. It is well known that
attrition in such studies is unlikely to be random,
with people with the poorer prognoses being those
more likely to decline or be unavailable for further
assessments.40 Statistical methods are available to
account for this, developed in longitudinal studies. A
related issue is the range of the level of frailty among
those screened in the different studies for compari-
sons to be valid. This is similar to the issue of setting
a specific time point in the course of a disease process
in general prognosis research (e.g. refer to D’Amico
et al.41). For example, the prognostic validity of a
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
tool may be different depending on the severity of the
frailty of the patient, and further research may
clarify whether some tools are more suitable for
high levels of frailty as opposed to, for instance,
conditions of pre-frailty. In the study that examined
frailty tools in an emergency department,38 sensi-
tivity and specificity were poor, but the study also
found reliably that specificity was higher and sensi-
tivity lower for higher levels of frailty and vice versa
for lower levels of frailty. A further illustration of
this issue was evident in a comparison between the
diagnostic accuracy of some index tests in different
contexts: PRISMA-7 was appraised as being more
accurate (sensitivity and specificity) in a general
community sample35 than in a primary care
sample37 (although the reference standard was also
different). One particular review in this umbrella
review35 specifically examined the differences in
validity for different levels of an indicator variable,
gait speed, showing that a cutoff of <0.7 m/s had
higher sensitivity and specificity values (fewest
false negatives and false positives for frailty, accord-
ing to the reference standard) than values of<0.8 or
0.9 m/s, and also that people with a gait speed above
0.7 m/s were unlikely to be classified as frail (NPV of
0.98). This careful comparative analysis or control
of levels of frailty in analysis demonstrates the use-
fulness of setting a level or investigation of different
levels of frailty examined. Some authors suggested
that the effectiveness of interventions may vary at
different levels of frailty (e.g. responsiveness being
dependent on the underlying basis of mobility or
disease components of frailty36), a question that
research on interventions for frailty needs to
address.

The studies were too heterogeneous in the data
presented to enable meta-analysis, an issue that
points to the development needed in reporting of
diagnostic accuracy and predictive ability of
measures. This necessitated a narrative approach
both in this umbrella review as well as in some of
the reviews examined. Nevertheless, it was still
possible to draw conclusions from the comparisons
conducted. Authors also often provided little infor-
mation on contents of the analyzed instruments. To
examine commonalities between measures that
work well in different contexts, understanding of
the components of tools is necessary.

Five reviews were excluded because of the quality
standards set for inclusion (Appendix II). Three of
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these (conducted by de Vries et al.,42 Pijpers et al.43

and van Kan et al.44) did not apply any critical
appraisal to the included studies, which reduced
confidence in the conclusions. de Vries et al.,42

one of the excluded reviews, evaluated frailty screen-
ing tools against a set of evidence based frailty
factors, across physical, psychological and social
domains, and concluded that only the Frailty Index
(accumulation model) included all eight factors,
although four others included at least one factor
within each domain. The authors furthermore indi-
cated that the Frailty Index was useful in that it
captured the dynamic nature of frailty and so
suggested that it might be more suitable to assess
intervention outcomes than screening measures that
gave a dichotomous result of frail or not frail. The
finding of the usefulness of the Frailty Index con-
cured with conclusions from our review of the
included reviews. This excluded review did include
studies that examined screening tools not considered
in the included reviews. However, further infor-
mation on validity was restricted to construct
validity and, to a very limited extent, reliability.
The second excluded review was that by van Kan
et al.44 who specifically focused on the use of gait
speed as a predictor. In agreement with the included
reviews, low gait speed was reported as a useful
indicator of disability in activities of daily living,
decline or dependence and also as a predictor of
cognitive decline. A third review, developed by
Pijpers et al.,43 was also excluded because their
inclusion criteria were not appropriate as that they
did not restrict their age range. Pijpers et al.43

examined predictive validity of the tools for
mortality or functional decline. The authors con-
cluded that the risk of false-positives was generally
too high for the tools to be adopted. The lack of
restriction of age range was also identified in the
review by Hamaker et al.45 that aimed to assess the
sensitivity and specificity of frailty screening
methods for predicting the presence of impairments
on the CGA in elderly patients with cancer. Accord-
ing to these authors, frailty screening methods had
insufficient discriminative power and thus it might
be beneficial for the cancer patients to receive a
complete geriatric assessment. The fifth review by
Feng et al.,46 which was excluded because of the use
of inappropriate criteria for the study appraisal
examined the utility of CGA components as predic-
tors of adverse outcomes among geriatric patients
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
undergoing major oncologic surgery. The authors
found that the CGA components were associated
with postoperative complications and discharge to
non-home institutions, and concluded that the
focused geriatric assessment should be included as
part of the routine in preoperative care in the geri-
atric surgical oncology population. Given the sim-
ilarities between outcomes and lack of contradiction
where similar measures were examined, our de-
cisions on exclusion did not seem to result in salient
differences in conclusions that may have been drawn
if these exclusions had not been made, but these
exclusions increased the likely reliability of the con-
clusions of this umbrella review. The only review
focusing on instruments other than those considered
in this umbrella review was by Feng et al.46 How-
ever, this review assessed papers on a very specific
population (cancer patients before major surgery),
and thus the conclusions drawn by the authors were
generalizable to the very restricted number of
frail patients.

Reliability of reviewed frailty measures
Regarding reliability, defined in terms of internal
consistency and test-retest or inter-rater reliability,
of the measures assessed, the Tilburg and the Gro-
ningen Frailty Indicators, the Bright tool and the
Functional assessment screening package were all
evidenced as being reliable, whereas other measures
such as the Strawbridge and Sherbrooke question-
naires were shown not to be reliable in the studies
reviewed. A notable feature of all of these measures
is that they all included items regarding mood, social
networks or loneliness, and cognition as well as
physical issues such as weight loss, mobility, poly-
pharmacy or eyesight and hearing. That is because
many researchers believe a frailty tool based only on
physical measures is insufficient and assert that
assessment of frailty should also include cognitive,
mental health domains and possibly also social
domains such as living alone.11,47 However, only
the Functional Assessment Screening Package
actually included objectively assessed measures, such
as a Timed-up-and-go test or a recall test, with the
rest being self-assessed, carer-assessed or nurse-
assessed via questions. These findings together illus-
trate that self-assessed and question-based screening
without objective measures can be reliable, but
objectively assessed parameters can add to this
reliability.
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Validity of reviewed frailty measures
Validity of some of the tests was also reviewed, with
relationships with reference standards reported.
Strong positive relationships were reported for the
Frailty Index (with a variety of constituent numbers
of deficits), which also correlated significantly with
the frailty measures used as reference tests; however,
these correlations varied from weak to strong. In
addition, further supporting construct validity, it
was reported that the frailty index score increased
steadily with age, being tendentiously higher in
women than in men.

Diagnostic accuracy of reviewed frailty measures
and consideration of converging evidence
Diagnostic accuracy was examined by three of the
reviews, with gait speed particularly below 0.8 or 0.7
m/s, Timed-up-and-go, Screening Letter, PRISMA 7,
Bright tool and self-rated health, showing excellent-
to-moderate sensitivity and specificity values, with
the Functional Assessment Screening Package and
the Screening Instrument showing a wide range from
poor to excellent for different areas of frailty, with
no further details given. Specificity of the Frailty
Index was generally high, although sensitivity was
low, suggesting that use of it would produce higher
numbers of false-negative results, that is, not iden-
tifying people who might actually be frail and
thereby missing potentially critical opportunities
for treating or supporting these people. It is
suggested that although these measures are generally
well regarded, further research is necessary to deter-
mine the critical components of such accumulation
methods that reduce the possibility of such errors. In
studies reviewed, the highest sensitivity value was
reported for a walking speed of< 0.9 m/s. However,
given that this was compared against a reference
standard that also included the same measure, it may
not be considered as an independent assessment of
the diagnostic accuracy of walking speed. Never-
theless, the role of walking speed as a component in
frailty assessments is supported by converging evi-
dence in the background literature. For example,
walking speed is reported to be related to disability
six years post-measurement in people with no
reported disabilities initially (e.g. Guralnik et al.48)
and is also directly associated with cognitive decline
such as global cognitive function, memory, and
executive function49,50 and mortality up to five years
later.51 In addition, neuroimaging studies have
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
linked changes in gait such as walking speed with
measures of information processing speed in terms of
specific gray matter changes in the pre-frontal cor-
tex, dissociating from other cognitive changes such
as visuospatial attention or memory.52 Information
processing speed, particularly, changes in older age,
and has been linked reliably with survival in a gen-
eral population in longitudinal studies.53

The role of converging evidence is also important
for other indices in this review. In this umbrella
review, self-rated health was found to be a useful
measure on its own,35 and it related well to cumu-
lative frailty indices.36 Likewise, the importance of
self-rated health as a valid concept in terms of
predicting need for care, morbidity and mortality
also has further supporting evidence in the back-
ground literature, with evidence linking it reliably to
objective health, and prospectively to healthcare
utilization, morbidity and mortality.54 Recent
analyses55 have combined 65 measures of cognition,
lifestyle and health, and demonstrated that female
gender, better subjective health and smaller decre-
ments with age in processing speed over the 29 years
of this longitudinal study were all associated with
reductions in mortality risk.

Predictive ability of reviewed frailty measures
Given that a condition of frailty is essentially defined
as a poor prognosis, given further stressors, the
predictive ability of the screening tests is a vital part
of this review. The three reviews that examined
predictive ability included one that examined screen-
ing tools for use in emergency departments only.
These tools were a series of 12 assessments that did
not overlap with the screening tools used to identify
frailty in primary care or the community featured in
the other studies, with the exception of self-rated
health. Nevertheless, one of the screening methods
used as a reference standard in the other reviews was
included here as a screening test in terms of its
predictive ability, the CSHA accumulation frailty
scale. In terms of predicting long-term adverse events
based on emergency department assessment, none of
the measures showed sufficient predictive ability for
outcomes such as re-admission, nursing home place-
ment or mortality. As the authors described, one-
third of older adults discharged from emergency
department experienced subsequent adverse out-
comes and having a way of predicting this, stratify-
ing risk, across a range of reasons for admittance
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would be extremely useful to clinicians and case
management design. However, distinguishing frailty
from acute illness in such an environment is clearly a
central issue and is one that requires the ability to
distinguish between ill older patients with good
physiological reserve, and those with poor reserve,
that is the frail. It was clear from this study that there
might not yet be a valid tool with acceptable pre-
dictive accuracy for this purpose at least among the
wide range considered in the review.

The frailty index (with a variety of versions) was
shown to be accurate to predict a variety of out-
comes, including falls, disability in activities of daily
living, cognitive decline, hospitalization and
mortality and also health service usage, such as
emergency department visits. The Tilburg Frailty
Index showed satisfactory predictive ability for qual-
ity of life, autonomy and resorting to care only.
Although it was described as being predictive for
geriatric events at one year, there were no details
reported on this analysis.

Individual risk factors such as walking speed and
Timed-up-and-go were also examined in terms of
their predictive ability. Higher risk of developing
disability in activities of daily living was predicted
well by most of these risk factors, with grip strength
showing that three out of 10 studies contradicted this
and that self-perceived exhaustion was a poor pre-
dictor. Thus, although it is difficult to make con-
clusions on its specificity and sensitivity against an
overlapping reference test, gait speed did seem to be
assessed as a reliable predictor of adverse outcomes,
specifically disability in activities of daily living.

Limitations
The current review has a number of limitations.
First, we only searched keywords in the abstract
field to ensure that only systematic reviews would
be included. Since we did not search in the title field
and since it was possible that some reviews were
published without an abstract, this decision could
increase the risk of bias of this umbrella review.
Furthermore, we only searched the index terms in
the exact major subject heading (MM) field. This
decision could also contribute to the risk of bias as it
seemed plausible that some of the index terms were
identifiable only in the exact subject heading
(MH) field.

Second, included studies were too heterogeneous
to allow for meta-analyses to compare results. A key
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
outcome from this review is to call for researchers to
work together toward creating a consensus on
screening tools for frailty and/or pre-frailty. Each
of the five reviews took a different approach to assess
the reliability and/or validity of tools, which meant
that it was impossible to build a global picture of
which tools should be recommended for future
research. Potentially, researchers should be encour-
aged to include multiple tools in future studies to
allow for systematic synthesis of measures across
contexts and populations. The salient point from this
review is that there are too many tools being devel-
oped and used without establishing that they are an
improvement on already existing tools or that they
are more relevant for specific contexts, purposes or
levels of severity. This also applies to frailty
indicators that are not only measured differently
in different studies, but also considered based on
different scoring systems, including those defined in
terms of the lowest quartile or the lowest quintile of
the observed sample performance. This approach is
likely to hinder researchers working in this field, as
tools with limited reliability and validity may be
supporting the success of interventions aimed at
reducing frailty and pre-frailty, thus potentially
suggesting that more reliable and valid measures
would have no effect.

It is also important to highlight that the findings
from primary studies provided by the included
reviews were frequently insufficiently detailed.
For example, some of the review authors35-37

conferred significance to the obtained results (such
as correlation coefficients or values of sensitivity
and specificity) without clarifying the statistical
basis used for this purpose, which raises the prob-
lem of the interpretation of the reported data.
Other review authors39 provided different indices
of effect sizes for adverse health outcomes, with-
out referring to the magnitude of exposure to these
outcomes, which made the conversion of data to a
uniform statistic and their further comparison
impossible. It is possible that these details were
also missing in the primary studies; however, since
the extraction of data performed within this
umbrella review only covered the information
reported by the included reviews, this issue cannot
be clarified. The lack of detailed information
limited the analysis that could be conducted,
constituting another weakness of this umbrella
review.
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Another limitation of the current review is that
few of the included reviews considered unpublished
research, and none of the reviews analyzed the
possibility of publication bias. Two common
methods for assessing publication bias are searching
the gray literature and generating funnel plots. The
lack of the latter is unsurprising as none of the
included papers were able to synthesize results,
meaning that it would be unlikely that review
authors would be able to generate funnel plots.
The former method was undertaken by only one
review38 and only in terms of inclusion of published
conference abstracts, although no assessment of
publication bias was made. It is worth being very
clear on this issue; publication bias is a serious flaw
in a systematic review/meta-analysis, and reviewers
in all areas should be encouraged to take this issue
seriously. Failure to do so will lead to wasted time
and resources as researchers try (and fail) to replicate
results that are statistical anomalies. The recent
debate in the journal Science56-58 has shown that
psychological research is susceptible to publication
bias, with an international team of researchers fail-
ing to replicate a series of experiments across cog-
nitive and social psychology. Although there is no
certainty that there will be publication bias in any
field or area, researchers, when conducting reviews,
should endeavor to do all they can to avoid this bias.

One issue to raise concerning diagnostic accuracy
(and validity) is the lack of a gold standard. This is
not only an issue in the frailty setting, it is an
important issue in many other fields, often solved,
for analytical purposes, by using some well accepted
tools as reference standards as done here. However,
this is a concern in this field since diagnostic
accuracy measures and validity strongly depend on
which frailty paradigm is used as reference, and this
is something to take into account in the interpret-
ation. It has been proposed that the Frailty Pheno-
type (physical frailty construct) and the Frailty Index
based on CGA (accumulation of deficits construct)
are not in fact alternatives, but they are designed for
different purposes and so complementary.59

Conclusion

In conclusion, only a few frailty measures seem to be
demonstrably valid, reliable, diagnostically accurate
and have good predictive ability in the reviews
considered in this umbrella review. The first is the
Frailty Index, an accumulation model that can
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
potentially be calculated electronically from records
plus a small number of questions or measures. It was
revealed to have good predictive ability and mostly
acceptable validity and diagnostic accuracy. These
results have been obtained with frailty indices with a
variety of numbers of items, thus further research is
needed to determine the smallest number possible
without losing accuracy to assist healthcare prac-
titioners to use it in a variety of settings. Given that a
minimum of 30 deficits has been suggested as the
limit at which different types of deficits can be used
without major influence on the properties of the
Frailty Index,60 it is notable that one of the primary
studies had only 13 items. Further research would be
helpful to determine the ideal combination of con-
stituent deficits for specific contexts, especially given
that validity did vary between versions.

Some other screening tools, the Tilburg Frailty
Indicator, PRISMA-7, the Screening Letter, the
Bright Tool and the Functional Assessment Screen-
ing Package also showed good characteristics,
although analysis of predictive ability was only
available for the Tilburg and then only for a very
restricted set of three variables in the reviews
examined. In comparison, the Groningen Frailty
Indicator, general practitioner clinical assessment,
index of polypharmacy and Sherbrooke Postal Ques-
tionnaire were revealed to have unacceptable diag-
nostic accuracy, thus their use for identifying frailty
in primary care or community settings is
not recommended.

Perhaps the most salient positive finding is the
clear usefulness of simple risk indicators, with slow
gait speed showing as having excellent predictive
abilities. It is also noteworthy that some outcomes
were predicted better by screening measures than
others. A lot of the earlier studies on screening for
frailty focused on frailty as a predictor of mortality,
which this review shows to be well predicted by the
frailty index. However, perhaps more useful in terms
of providing care where it is needed is that almost all
the individual indicators predicted disability in
activities of daily living.

Finally, this study shows clearly that screening for
frailty in terms of predicting adverse outcomes is not
reliable in terms of use in emergency departments, at
least in terms of the measures used here. It is worth
noting that even a CFS reference test did not perform
well in this context and the need for better ways
to assess lack of physiological and psychological
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reserve in people who are also acutely ill or injured in
an emergency department are needed. However,
given the evidence that some of the outcomes
measured may be dependent on the organizational
context, there is perhaps a need for contextual fac-
tors to be taken into account in such predictive
attempts. For example, outcomes can be affected
by poor accessibility to general practitioners, leading
to patients’ return to the emergency department. It is
also important to highlight that none of the included
systematic reviews provided responses that met all
of our research questions on their own. Further
research should fill this gap, covering all the issues
related with reliability, validity, diagnostic accuracy
and predictive ability of the examined instrument(s)
within the same study.

Implication for practice
Early diagnosis of frailty can help improve care for
older adults, helping to minimize the risk of pre-frail
states developing into frail states, and the imple-
mentation of therapeutic measures to attenuate or
delay the impact or worsening of underlying con-
ditions and symptoms or to ameliorate the impact on
independence or healthy and engaged lifestyles. Ot-
her possible implications are related to better allo-
cation of healthcare costs. For example, early
diagnosis of frailty can allow for better planning
of care capacity, including material resources and
competences. It also allows for earlier involvement
and cooperation of the most suitable professionals in
a specific situation, avoiding the escalation of costs
generally involved in acute episodes of disease in
already frail old people.

The current review has highlighted that there is no
universally appropriate specific screening tool to
identify frailty that could be advised for health
professionals, identifying the need for choice of
frailty screening tools based on context and purpose
for which it is needed in any one circumstance. The
important role of basic measures such as self-rated
health and gait speed to be included in frailty tools is
underlined, but it is also clear that those indicators
that seemed to fare best in the analyses combined
physical, psychological and situational factors.

Importantly, use of current frailty tools to predict
adverse outcomes in situations where a patient is also
acutely ill such as in people admitted to emergency
departments or where there are other factors affect-
ing the outcomes measured, such as availability of
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
alternate forms of care where emergency department
re-admission is the outcome, is not advised.

Implications for research
Despite the large and growing body of evidence
about frailty, there is no consensus on frailty defi-
nition, and different frailty paradigms are used as
reference in the research. This diversity can also be
observed in relation to frailty measures used for
screening and diagnostic purposes, as they cover
different domains of individual functioning and pro-
vide complementary information about the status of
health of the older patient. To optimize frailty assess-
ment and then treatment choice and care planning, a
consensual definition of frailty, validated for differ-
ent economic and clinical contexts, is required.

The current review has indicated a need for fur-
ther research on the best predictive sets of variables
for different intended outcomes. Some of the uncer-
tainty and variability between studies reviewed may
be related to variance in the levels of frailty of the
participant populations, and so control for level is
recommended. Moreover, future research is required
to strengthen the current evidence about psychomet-
ric properties of available frailty measures, with a
consensual approach to assessing the reliability and/
or validity of screening tools, useful for building a
global picture of recommended measures. In this
future research, the generalizability of available
frailty measures to healthcare settings other than
primary care should be addressed.

There is also a clear need for research on ways to
assess frailty and potential resilience in acutely
ill people.

In addition, it will be important to examine
performance of frailty tools in the context of com-
munity-based prevention programs. The responsive-
ness of frailty tools to assess the impact of
interventions is also needed as the field explores
further ways of addressing frailty in our aging popu-
lations. The research in this field should take into
account the specificity of primary, secondary and
tertiary prevention, identifying frailty measures that
are most appropriate in each of these contexts.

Finally, future systematic reviews should be more
rigorous on the methodology to improve the quality
of obtained evidence. In general terms, findings from
primary studies could be better reported in future
research on frailty screening tools. To facilitate the
interpretation of the reported data, future reviews
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should clearly indicate the statistical basis used for
conferring significance to the obtained results, while
the inclusion in the review report of details that
allow the conversion of data to a uniform statistic
will improve the comparison across different system-
atic reviews. There is also a need for assessment of
publication bias.
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Appendix I: Search strategy
Searched – October 13, 2015

MEDLINE
J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUT
Results
S34
 S14 AND S31 AND S32 AND S33
Limiters:
- Date of Publication: 20010101–20151031;
- English Language
230
S33
 S3 OR S4 OR S7
 12,363
S32
 S1 OR S2 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7
 1123,531
S31
 S15 OR S16 OR S17 OR S18 OR S19 OR S20 OR S21 OR S22
OR S23 OR S24 OR S25 OR S26 OR S27 OR S28 OR S29 OR S30
2001,777
S30
 (MM ‘‘Reproducibility of Results’’)
 1608
S29
 (MM ‘‘Sensitivity and Specificity’’)
 362
S28
 (MM ‘‘Questionnaires’’)
 31,811
S27
 (MM ‘‘Data Collection’’)
 11,632
S26
 AB ‘‘negative predictive value’’
 23,850
S25
 AB ‘‘positive predictive value’’
 29,290
S24
 AB validity
 113,818
S23
 AB reliability
 105,257
S22
 AB specificity
 331,595
S21
 AB sensitivity
 553,271
S20
 AB screen�
 472,391
S19
 AB tool�
 426,025
S18
 AB instrument�
 190,779
S17
 AB stratification
 33,988
S16
 AB ‘‘clinical risk’’
 5358
S15
 AB accuracy
 251,512
S14
 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13
 1308,507
S13
 (MM ‘‘Meta-Analysis as Topic’’)
 3610
S12
 (MM ‘‘Meta-Analysis’’)
 0
S11
 (MM ‘‘Review’’)
 0
S10
 AB ‘‘meta analys�’’
 70,552
S9
 AB meta#analys�
 1274
S8
 AB review�
 1268,269
S7
 (MM ‘‘Frail Elderly’’)
 4946
S6
 (MM ‘‘Aged, 80 and over’’)
 1676
S5
 (MM ‘‘Aged’’)
 21,307
E 1199
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(Continued)
J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUT
Results
S4
 AB frail�
 9753
S3
 AB pre-frail�
 155
S2
 AB elder�
 160,550
S1
 AB old�
 94,355
CINAHL
Search ID no.
 Search formula
E

Results
S44
 S40 AND S41 AND S42 AND S43
Limiters:
- Date of Publication: 20010101–20151031;
- English Language
101
S43
 S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR S16 OR S17 OR S18 OR S19 OR
S20 OR S21 OR S22 OR S23 OR S24 OR S29 OR S30 OR S31 OR S32 OR
S33 OR S34 OR S35 OR S36 OR S37 OR S38 OR S39
229,826
S42
 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S26 OR S27 OR S28
 204,413
S41
 S3 OR S4 OR S7 OR S25
 5457
S40
 S1 OR S2 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7
 155,328
S39
 (MM ‘‘False Positive Results’’)
 419
S38
 (MM ‘‘Predictive Validity’’)
 477
S37
 (MM ‘‘Predictive Value of Tests’’)
 677
S36
 (MM ‘‘Measurement Issues and Assessments’’)
 1093
S35
 (MM ‘‘Reliability’’)
 708
S34
 (MM ‘‘Validity’’)
 940
S33
 (MM ‘‘Structured Questionnaires’’)
 12
S32
 (MM ‘‘Instrument Validation’’)
 20,561
S31
 (MM ‘‘Instrument Construction’’)
 5725
S30
 (MM ‘‘Research Instruments’’)
 1822
S29
 (MM ‘‘Factor Analysis’’)
 448
S28
 (MM ‘‘Literature Review’’)
 336
S27
 (MM ‘‘Meta Analysis’’)
 1167
S26
 (MM ‘‘Systematic Review’’)
 1081
S25
 (MM ‘‘Frailty Syndrome’’)
 162
S24
 (MM ‘‘Sensitivity and Specificity’’)
 376
S23
 (MM ‘‘Questionnaires’’)
 10,100
S22
 AB ‘‘negative predictive value’’
 2896
1200
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(Continued)
J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE
Results
S21
 AB ‘‘positive predictive value’’
 3512
S20
 AB validity
 27,409
S19
 AB reliability
 24,954
S18
 AB specificity
 18,486
S17
 AB sensitivity
 37,299
S16
 AB screen�
 54,775
S15
 AB tool�
 56,252
S14
 AB instrument�
 40,122
S13
 AB stratification
 4391
S12
 AB ‘‘clinical risk’’
 980
S11
 AB accuracy
 21,784
S10
 AB ‘‘meta analys�’’
 13,295
S9
 AB meta#analys�
 389
S8
 AB review�
 197,668
S7
 (MM ‘‘Frail Elderly’’)
 2983
S6
 (MM ‘‘Aged, 80 and over’’)
 159
S5
 (MM ‘‘Aged’’)
 2696
S4
 AB frail�
 3436
S3
 AB pre-frail�
 48
S2
 AB elder�
 35,373
S1
 AB old�
 127,408
MedicLatina
Search ID no.
 Search formula
 Results
S24
 S20 AND S21 AND S22 AND S23
 0
S23
 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR S16 OR
S17 OR S18 OR S19
5592
S22
 S5 OR S6 OR S7
 5707
S21
 S3 OR S4
 28
S20
 S1 OR S2
 6207
S19
 AB ‘‘negative predictive value’’
 144
S18
 AB ‘‘positive predictive value’’
 155
S17
 AB validity
 488
S16
 AB reliability
 403
1201
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(Continued)
J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE
Results
S15
 AB specificity
 756
S14
 AB sensitivity
 1016
S13
 AB screen�
 918
S12
 AB tool�
 1758
S11
 AB instrument�
 1807
S10
 AB stratification
 109
S9
 AB ‘‘clinical risk’’
 20
S8
 AB accuracy
 366
S7
 AB ‘‘meta analys�’’
 138
S6
 AB meta#analys�
 10
S5
 AB review�
 5663
S4
 AB frail�
 28
S3
 AB pre-frail�
 1
S2
 AB elder�
 668
S1
 AB old�
 5820
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Search ID no.
 Search formula
 Results
S24
 S20 AND S21 AND S22 AND S23
 1
S23
 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR S16 OR
S17 OR S18 OR S19
1725
S22
 S5 OR S6 OR S7
 6465
S21
 S3 OR S4
 13
S20
 S1 OR S2
 823
S19
 AB ‘‘negative predictive value’’
 1
S18
 AB ‘‘positive predictive value’’
 0
S17
 AB validity
 156
S16
 AB reliability
 70
S15
 AB specificity
 61
S14
 AB screen�
 700
S13
 AB sensitivity
 406
S12
 AB tool�
 324
S11
 AB instrument�
 192
S10
 AB stratification
 9
1202
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(Continued)
J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE
Results
S9
 AB ‘‘clinical risk’’
 2
S8
 AB accuracy
 265
S7
 AB ‘‘meta analys�’’
 2057
S6
 AB meta#analys�
 2
S5
 AB review�
 6387
S4
 AB frail�
 13
S3
 AB pre-frail�
 0
S2
 AB elder�
 132
S1
 AB old�
 747
Database of Reviews of Effects
Search ID no.
 Search formula
 Results
S24
 S20 AND S21 AND S22 AND S23
 3
S23
 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR S16 OR
S17 OR S18 OR S19
3572
S22
 S5 OR S6 OR S7
 8346
S21
 S3 OR S4
 18
S20
 S1 OR S2
 414
S19
 AB ‘‘negative predictive value’’
 47
S18
 AB ‘‘positive predictive value’’
 59
S17
 AB validity
 469
S16
 AB reliability
 122
S15
 AB specificity
 933
S14
 AB screen�
 332
S13
 AB sensitivity
 2668
S12
 AB tool�
 128
S11
 AB instrument�
 120
S10
 AB stratification
 54
S9
 AB ‘‘clinical risk’’
 5
S8
 AB accuracy
 426
S7
 AB ‘‘meta analys�’’
 1731
S6
 AB meta#analys�
 0
S5
 AB review�
 7507
S4
 AB frail�
 18
1203
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J

Search ID no.
BI Database of Syst
Search formula
ematic Reviews and Implementation Reports � 2017 THE JOANNA BRIGGS INSTITUTE
Results
S3
 AB pre-frail�
 1
S2
 AB elder�
 107
S1
 AB old�
 325
Scielo
Search formula
 Limiters
 Results
(ab:(frail� OR pre-frail�)) AND (ab:(old� OR elder�)) AND (ab:(review�

OR meta#analys� OR ‘‘meta analys�’’))

English Language
 7
PROSPERO register
Search formula
 Results
frail� [all fields]
 65
JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports
Search formula
 Results
frail� [abstract]
 7
‘‘Grey Literature Report’’ from New York Academy of Medicine
Search formula
 Results
frail� [title]
 5
ProQuest – Nursing and Allied Health Source Dissertations
Search formula
 Results
AB(frail� OR pre-frail�)
 1
1204
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Appendix II: List of excluded reviews based on assessment of methodological quality
de Vries NM, Staal JB, van Ravensberg CD, Hobbelen JS, Olde Rikkert MG, Nijhuis-van der Sanden MW.
Outcome instruments to measure frailty: A systematic review. Ageing Res Rev.2011; 10(1): 104-114.
Reason for exclusion: The authors did not perform a critical appraisal of the included studies.

Feng MA, McMillan DT, Crowell K, Muss H, Nielsen ME, Smith AB. Geriatric assessment in surgical
oncology: A systematic review. J Surg Res.2015; 193(1): 265-272.
Reason for exclusion: The criteria for appraising studies were inappropriate.

Hamaker ME, Jonker JM, de Rooij SE, Vos AG, Smorenburg CH, van Munster BC. Frailty screening
methods for predicting outcome of a comprehensive geriatric assessment in elderly patients with cancer: a
systematic review. Lancet Oncol.2012; 13(10): E437-E444.
Reason for exclusion: The inclusion criteria were not appropriate for the review question.

Pijpers E, Ferreira I, Stehouwer CD, Nieuwenhuijzen Kruseman AC. ‘‘The frailty dilemma. Review of the
predictive accuracy of major frailty scores.’’ Eur J Intern Med.2012; 23(2): 118-123.
Reason for exclusion: The inclusion criteria were not appropriate for the review question. In addition, the
authors did not perform a critical appraisal of the included studies.

van Kan GA, Rolland Y, Andrieu S, Bauer J, Beauchet O, Bonnefoy M, et al. Gait speed at usual pace as a
predictor of adverse outcomes in community-dwelling older people an international academy on nutrition
and aging (IANA) task force. J Nutr Health Aging.2009; 13(10): 881-889.
Reason for exclusion: The authors did not perform a critical appraisal of the included studies.
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Appendix III: Summary of characteristics of included reviews

38 35 36 37 39
J

Review
BI Database o
Carpenter et al.
f Systematic Reviews and
Clegg et al.
Implementation Rep
Drubbel et al.
orts � 2
Pialoux et al.
017 THE JOANNA BRIGG
Vermeulen et al.
Main
objective
To quantify the
prognostic accuracy
of all individual
risk factors and
existing instruments
for use in emer-
gency department
settings that are
designed to identify
geriatric adults at
increased risk of
short term (one- to
12-month) adverse
outcomes following
emergency depart-
ment visits
To investigate
the diagnostic
test accuracy of
simple instru-
ments for identi-
fying frailty in
community-
dwelling older
people
To explore whether
the Frailty Index is
a valid and ade-
quate screening
instrument to
identify frailty
among community-
dwelling older
people
To review the
different screening
tools for frailty in
the elderly in
primary health care
available in the lit-
erature, to deter-
mine which is
today the best
instrument to assist
general prac-
titioners in this
task, and to
explore perspect-
ives for the future
To systematically
review the litera-
ture on the predic-
tive value of
physical frailty
indicators in activi-
ties of daily living
disability in com-
munity-dwelling
elderly people
Search
sources,
time frame
and
language
limits
- PubMed,
EMBASE, Scopus,
Cochrane Central
Register of Con-
trolled Trials and
clinicaltrials.gov,
and conference
abstracts published
in Academic Emer-
gency Medicine,
Annals of Emer-
gency Medicine,
Journal of the
American Geria-
trics Society and
European Geriatric
Medicine
- databases were
searched from
1950 up to January
2014, and confer-
ence abstracts from
1990 through
March 2014
- studies written in
English
- MEDLINE,
EMBASE,
CINAHL, Web
of Science,
Cochrane data-
base of systema-
tic reviews,
Cochrane data-
base of abstracts
of reviews,
AMED, Psy-
cInfo, Scopus
and PEDro
- from January
1990 up to
October 2013
- no information
about language
limits
- Cochrane,
PubMed and
EMBASE databases
- from August 8,
2001 to October
30, 2012
- studies written in
English
- PubMed and
Cochrane CEN-
TRAL databases
- from the start of
the databases up to
June 25, 2011
- no information
about language
limits
- PubMed,
CINAHL and
EMBASE databases
- from January
1975 up to April
2010
- studies written in
English and Dutch
S INSTITUTE 1206
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(Continued)
J

Review
BI Database o
Carpenter et al.38
f Systematic Reviews and
Clegg et al.35
Implementation Rep
Drubbel et al.36
orts � 2
Pialoux et al.37
017 THE JOANNA BRIGG
Vermeulen et al.39
Studies
included
in the
review:
number,
design,
data range
and
country of
origin
- 35 prognostic stu-
dies (two letters,
five abstracts, 28
manuscripts), 27 of
which were pro-
spective observa-
tional studies, 5
retrospective chart
reviews, 1 one was
a prospective
cohort with one
component ana-
lyzed retrospec-
tively; 2 were
secondary data
analyses of RCTs;
- conducted in
Canada, Costa
Rica, Belgium,
USA, UK, France,
Italy, Switzerland
and New Zealand;
- published between
1999 and 2014
- 3 prospective
studies assessing
diagnostic test
accuracy;
- conducted in
Spain, Ireland
and Nether-
lands;
- published in
2013
- 20 studies (1
cross-sectional
study, 2 prospective
cohort studies and
17 retrospective
cohort studies);
- conducted in
China, Mexico,
Canada, Australia,
with other
countries being not
specified;
- published
between 2001 and
2013
- 11 studies where
the main aim was
development and/or
psychometric evalu-
ation of a screening
tool for frailty in
the elderly (descrip-
tion of this review
does not comprise
the details related
to the SHARE
study, as the
criterion for
inclusion in this
study was age 50
or more);
- published
between 1980 and
2011
- 28 prospective
longitudinal cohort
studies;
- conducted in
Israel, Finland,
Italy, Netherlands,
Japan, Taiwan and
with Mexican
Americans, with ot-
her countries being
not specified;
- published
between 1995 and
2010
Partici-
pants/set-
ting
Included:
Studies including
patients aged 64
and over admitted
to Emergency
Departments
Excluded:
Studies that
addressed disease-
specific (e.g.: con-
gestive heart failure
or pneumonia) or
syndrome-specific
(e.g.: standing level
falls, delirium,
dementia) instru-
ments
Included:
Studies including
community-
dwelling older
adults aged 65
years and over
Excluded:
Studies including
hospitalized
patients, people
in intermediate
care and care
home residents
Included:
Studies including
community-dwelling
(it means: living
independently with
or without home
care, or living in an
assisted living facil-
ity) older adults
aged 60 years and
over
Excluded:
Studies that used the
Frailty Index based
on Comprehensive
Geriatric Assess-
ment; studies includ-
ing as the entire
sample study people
living in a nursing
home, hospitalized,
with one specific
disease in common,
or recruited form
Emergency Depart-
ment settings; stu-
dies with less than
50% of community-
dwelling older
people
Included:
Studies including
older adults aged
60 and over,
recruited through
general prac-
titioners and geria-
tric consultations,
social centers, reha-
bilitation facilities,
retirement homes,
electoral lists.
Excluded:
Studies including
hospitalized
patients or only
patients with a
frailty characteristic
already present (for
e.g.: only patients
with a history of
cancer)
Included:
Studies including
community-dwell-
ing older adults
aged 65 years and
over
Excluded:
Studies with only
mobility disability
as outcome vari-
able and that
focused on elderly
with a disease such
as Parkinson,
depression or
stroke
S INSTITUTE 1207
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J

Review
BI Database o
Carpenter et al.38
f Systematic Reviews and
Clegg et al.35
Implementation Rep
Drubbel et al.36
orts � 2
Pialoux et al.37
017 THE JOANNA BRIGG
Vermeulen et al.39
Partici-
pants
character-
istics
Total sample:
35,367 (ranging
from 49 to 10,913)
Mean age: not pro-
vided
% male/female: not
provided
- Total sample:
3261 (ranging
from 120 to
1814)
Mean age: 74.7
years (ranging
from 70.0 to
78.6)
- % male:
47.5% (ranging
from 43.1 to
49%)
Total sample:
137,545 (ranging
from 754 to
36,424)
Mean age: reported
in 12/20 studies
and ranging from
70.1 � 9.0 to 84.9
� 7.3 years %
female: reported in
17/20 studies and
ranging from 50 to
76.7%
Total sample: 2585
(ranging from 48
to 842)
Mean age: not pro-
vided
% male/female: not
provided
Total sample:
48,623 (ranging
from 140 to 7527)
Mean age: reported
in 14/28 studies
and ranging from
70.9 � 4.9 years to
80 (SD not pro-
vided) years; %
female: reported in
15/28 studies and
ranging from 49 to
74%. In addition,
two studies
included only
women, and two
studies only men
Instru-
ments
used for
bias
appraisal
Quality Assessment
Tool for Diagnostic
Accuracy Studies
(QUADAS-2)
Quality Assess-
ment Tool for
Diagnostic
Accuracy Studies
(QUADAS-2)
Quality in Prog-
nosis
Studies (QUIPS)
tool (domains of
inclusion, attrition,
prognostic factor
measurement, out-
come measurement
and statistical
analysis)
Terwee et al.
(2007) assessment
scale for the
measurement prop-
erties of health sta-
tus questionnaires
Self-constructed list
consisting of 27
criteria, based on
previous research
on methodological
quality, quality of
reporting criteria
for observational
research, and
previous reviews
regarding predic-
tion of disability
Bias
appraisal
rating
Several forms of
potential bias,
including spectrum
bias and incorpora-
tion bias were
pointed out
Unclear risk of
bias
5.1% of domains
showed a high risk
of bias, 25.5% of
domains showed a
moderate risk of
bias, and 69.4% of
domains showed a
low risk of bias
Overall quality was
rated as poor, with
only construct
validity being cor-
rect for the
majority of studies.
Tilburg frailty
indicator was the
strongest with 6 of
the 10 criteria met
The quality of stu-
dies varied between
20 and 26 (27 was
highest score
possible). The
mean quality score
was high: 22.5 (SD
1.6) points. Almost
all selected studies
showed positive
results and were of
(very) high quality.
This may indicate
publication bias
Hetero-
geneity
Statistical: yes
Methodological:
yes
Clinical: yes (emer-
gency department
patients with differ-
ent clinical con-
ditions)
Statistical: miss-
ing data
Methodological:
yes
Clinical: no
Statistical: missing
data
Methodological:
yes
Clinical: no
Statistical: yes
Methodological:
yes
Clinical: yes (differ-
ent inclusion set-
tings)
Statistical: yes
Methodological: yes
Clinical: yes
(participants free
and not free of
activities of daily
living disability at
baseline)
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